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Derby Days returns... on a broom?
It’s 6:00 A.M. and quietly, girls are waiting anxiously in 
various common rooms throughout campus for the boys of 
Sigma Chi to wake up, so that they may be the first to sign their 
shirts. Behind closed doors, the boys are either sleeping, or 
doing their best to wait it out, in the hopes that the girls will give 
up and leave. Chances are, these determined girls are willing to 
wait. But, don’t worry; it’s all part of the fun that is associated 
with Derby Days – a week long philanthropic event hosted by the 
Sigma Chi Fraternity. It is often said that those who work hard 
also know how to play hard, and, well, here’s your case in point. 
Three years ago, when Derby Days first started, I took part in 
the week long festivities. Early morning scavenger hunts, chasing 
the good-natured brothers around campus in an attempt to sign 
as many Sigs as possible, and sharing laughs at the talent show, 
are just some of the great memories I have from my experience. 
Now in its third year running, Derby Days is a completely 
transformed event – in all the best ways. This year’s theme 
– Harry Potter – has had teams of girls attending a number 
of events from f lying lessons to Quidditch practice, and even 
competing in a Triwizard Tournament, in efforts to not only 
raise money for a great cause, but also to score points for their 
team in the hopes of being the number one team at the end of 
the week. 
But at the heart of all the fun, games, challenges, competition 
and laughter, lies a better cause: raising money for The 
Huntsman Cancer Foundation. Last year alone, Derby Days 
raised approximately $7,500 for this wonderful cause, and Sigma 
Chi only hopes to see that number increase this year.
This year, ten teams of girls have been vying for the ultimate 
#1 spot. After the first day alone, the teams had raked in a 
whopping $285.71 dollars!  Amidst the spring time antsy feelings 
of wanting to finally spend time outside (or maybe not), and 
fresh off of mid-terms, this event offers friendly competition and 
a temporary reprieve from the usually high-stressed, busy days 
of Bryant students.  
While Derby Days has many positive attributes to it, there is 
also a lot of hard work that goes on – both in front and behind 
the scenes. For one week, teams of girls wake up early, spend 
long hours completing various tasks to not only collect points for 
their team, but also raise money for charity, and simultaneously 
manage (somehow!) to complete their school work and other 
commitments. What can often be overlooked, however, is the 
amount of hard work that also goes on behind the scenes. The 
brothers of Sigma Chi cherish this event and have spent three 
years working to better this event so that it is more enjoyable 
and successful year after year.
 In an event that brings spirit to the campus, friendly 
competition, and philanthropy together in one great week-long 
experience, Derby Days reminds everyone that there is still a 
little kid within all of us. So from March 21st to the 28th, if you 
have notice anyone partaking in this wonderful event, I hope 
you gave them a little support. And for those of you who may 
have missed out on this wonderful opportunity this year, be 
ready, for I’m sure that next year Derby Days will once again 
outdo itself! 
By Kathryn Valentini
Contributing Writer
Public Speaking Colloquium a success
The 4th Annual Public Speaking 
Colloquium was a success Monday night 
with over 200 attendees and six moving 
speeches from the finalists. The event was 
sponsored by The Hanover Insurance Group, 
the College of Arts and Sciences, and the 
Department of Communication. The Podium 
helped organize the event. Tony Petrarca, 
acclaimed meteorologist for WPRI 12 and six 
time winner of the Associated Press Award 
for Best Weathercast, delightfully hosted the 
event. 
The panel of judges included Samantha 
Grabelle, a Bryant Writing Specialist in the 
Writing Center; Matt Llewellyn, a recent 
Bryant Graduate and also the 2011 winner; 
Morgan Paterson, from Hanover Insurance; 
and Derek Snow, teacher at Smithfield 
High School.  They were judging under the 
criteria of speech, posture, eye contact, body 
movement, and the six minute time limit.
Tony Petrarca called the six finalists—A. 
J. Beltis, Patrick Decker, Xiang Li, Amy 
Mouradian, Brianna Hassenzahl, and 
Amanda Spaziano—up to the stage and, 
in a random drawing, A. J. was the first to 
present.
His speech, entitled “The Magic of 
Cinema,” revealed his greatest passion to 
the audience. He saw no coincidence that 
his birth year, 1994, also gave life to Forest 
Gump, Pulp Fiction, The Lion King, and 
The Shawshank Redemption, which he 
then concluded was perhaps the greatest 
year in cinematic history. He reminded us 
all of the methods we use to escape from 
the real world, and told us that his place 
was in movies, where we’re taught about 
life’s obstacles and situations and how to 
overcome them. A. J. left us believing not to 
underestimate the power of cinema and to 
embrace the art as he has in hopes that we can 
see the movies like him.
Next was Patrick Decker with a speech 
entitled “Adults Chasing Childhood Dreams.” 
He took us back to when we were little, 
watching Saturday morning cartoons and were 
asked, ‘What do you want to be when you grow 
up?’ Patrick swore he would be a professional 
soccer player; he had the skill, he told us, but it 
wasn’t enough. Patrick reminisced on his high 
school days, where his coach didn’t believe he 
could make Varsity so he accepted his Junior 
Varsity membership for three years, eventually 
leading the team to an undefeated season. 
His senior year, he made Varsity; he became 
Defensive Player of the Year, went on to play at 
Bryant University 
Xiang Li a two time Public Speaking Colloquium first place winner
Xiang Li, the second time first place 
winner claiming her check! (Kelsey Nowak)
By Eric Fowler
Staff Writer
See “4th Annual,” page 3
SIGMA CHIcks with some of the residents of O1 (a Sigma 
Chi townhouse) during the photo hunt with brothers. 
(Michelle Villa)
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Interested in joining Student Senate? Pick up a packet, which came out March 18th, 
on the third floor of the Bryant Center. These legislative body packets are due on April 
4th by 4pm in the Senate office. All you need to run is to get 50 signatures from full time 
undergraduate students attending Bryant and to write a platform about yourself. Voting 
for legislative body members will be on April 8th and 9th in front of Salmo from 10am – 
2pm and also from 5pm – 7pm. Students may only vote for the representatives running 
for their class.
Also voting for executive board members will be on April 1st and 2nd, so come out 
and vote to see who your 2013-2014 Student Senate Executive board members will be. 
All undergraduate students can vote for who they want to represent them at those tables 
on the 1st and 2nd of April. 
Student Senate would like to remind all clubs and organizations on campus that they 
must have their offices and closets cleaned out at the very latest April 29th, because the 
next day the third floor will be moving out of the Bryant Center. It is very imperative 
that you clean out your items on time to keep moving out, construction, and moving in 
on track. If you have any other questions you can stop by the second floor and speak to 
Richard Hurley in Bryant Center Operations and clubs can grab boxes on the third floor 
of the Bryant Center in the Office of Campus Engagement office.
If you have any other questions about Student Senate, clubs/organizations, or any 
other concerns you can tweet @BryantUSenate or Email us at Senate@bryant.edu. We 
also have our weekly meetings at 4pm in Papitto on Wednesdays; so if you have any 
announcements or concerns you can join us during our meetings. Also, our office on the 
3rd floor of the Bryant Center is always open to the students, so stop by and say hi! 
The Student Arts and Speaker Series 
(SASS) will be bringing Damien Echols, 
and his wife Lorri Davis, to campus on 
Wednesday, April 3, at 7:00 pm. The event 
will be held in Janikies. Doors will open at 
6:30 pm, and following the event, at 8:30 
pm, Echols and Davis will host a book 
signing. 
Damien Echols was one of the “West 
Memphis Three” who was wrongfully 
convicted for the murder of three 
Arkansas boys in 1993. Echols, the author 
of the book Life After Death, shares 
stories of his perseverance through false 
imprisonment and the reclamation of his 
freedom. Echols was sentenced to life and 
was awarded freedom in 2007 when new 
forensic evidence appeared that proved 
his innocence. He was released after 
serving eighteen years in prison.
Echols wrote a memoir, Life After 
Death, about his childhood, incarceration, 
experience with injustice and living on 
death row. His book will be available for 
purchase at the event.
Various documentaries have been 
produced about the West Memphis Three 
case. One of the documentaries, West 
of Memphis, premiered at the Sundance 
Film Festival and will be released in 
December to theatres. HBO also created 
three documentaries called Paradise Lost 
about Echols’s story.
Echols has had many supporters 
in his journey. Some of his supports 
include Johnny Depp, Eddie Vedder, 
Natalie Maines and Henry Rollins. None 
of their support tops his wife, Lorri’s 
unconditional support and love. She 
supported Echols throughout his sentence 
and took responsibility for Echols’s legal 
battles.
On April 3, Echols will tell the Bryant 
community his thrilling story. Make sure 
to get your ticket as soon as possible so 
you won’t miss out on this event. 
You can get your ticket at the SASS 
table in the Rotunda or at the information 
center. Student tickets are available March 
22. Faculty, Staff and Graduate Student 
tickets will be available March 28. Outside 
Community tickets will be available April 
2.
SASS Presents: Damien 
Echols and Lorri Davis
By Courtney Tosone
Contributing Writer
for two years, but, still, it was not quite as 
he imagined. He told us there would be games 
where he kicked the ball against the goalpost, 
but it would never go in; close but not quite 
there. In conclusion, he realized it was not the 
‘being a soccer player’ that he dreamed about, 
but the love of the game itself.
Third was Xiang Li, who spoke cheerfully 
about “Chocolate and Life.” We were once 
again brought back to our youth, but instead 
of our memories, we were living as a six year 
old Xiang, delighted over the fact that her 
grandmother had given her six chocolates—
equal parts dark, white, and milk—for her sixth 
birthday. Like we all would have, little Xiang ate 
three right away and saved the rest for later. She 
told us how she was haunted by her chocolates 
in her dreams, how she contemplated what, 
when, and how to eat the remaining three, and 
she decided to bury the chocolates in hopes they 
would grow more. Xiang’s transition of voices 
from her grandmother to her uncle to her six 
year old self turned her speech into more of 
an elaborate story, and she left us not to dwell 
on our mistakes, but learn from them, and 
pointing out that good things will come to those 
who work hard.
Amy Mouradian took the stage next with 
her speech, “The Sixty-Fourth Degree.” She 
recalled her memory flashes at precise times 
where she felt lonely, angry, and morphine 
dripped  into her veins while she laid on her 
hospital bed. Later, she revealed her hospital 
days were from idiopathic scoliosis, which she’s 
had from twelve years old on. It took sixty-four 
degrees of spinal curvature until she had her 
spinal fusion surgery, which used metal rods to 
keep the spine straight. She stood there in front, 
with her bolts and rods, and told us to focus on 
the opportunities we were given. She told us to 
take chances. She admitted that in that moment 
she was taking a chance by speaking, and she 
didn’t care whether she won or lost, just that she 
was making strides to find her reason in life.
Brianna Hassenzahl spoke next with her 
speech, “The Hangover”; and yes, she started by 
talking about the morning after her twenty-first 
birthday. But it was not just a recovery from 
her activities of the night before. The audience 
was immediately gripped by the news that on 
that night, her two best friends from home 
had gotten into a car crash—one in critical 
condition, one dead.  And if one could have two 
parts in a six minute speech, Brianna did. She 
quickly moved from the news, though it was 
still running through our heads, and began 
talking about signs and the random acts her 
friend sent to her. She took us through “the 
longest hangover” in her life and focused on the 
hope of seeing her friend again, but until then 
she would allow his signs and random acts to 
brighten her days.
Last, but not least, was Amanda Spaziano 
with “The True Value of an Uphill Battle.” She 
focused on the worth of perseverance. She 
started light, using the books she’s read and 
the characters she’s grown to know as proof 
of perseverance. It was here where she learned 
the strength to keep going when all hope 
is lost, because in many of the endings, the 
protagonists not only achieved their goals, but 
obtained a new outlook. She told us it wasn’t 
until her freshmen year of high school when she 
would use all this, after her friend went missing 
and, a year later, was found dead. She taught 
us to borrow strengths from others when we 
cannot gather enough; she taught us that even 
though a year of agonizing searching resulted 
in the least wanted outcome, she was still here 
today, sharing the story; she taught us life is 
about how hard you try, not how much you win.
All of the speakers moved the audience 
in their experiences and stories. But when it 
came down to it, Xiang Li was the 2012 Public 
Speaking Colloquium winner, followed by A. J. 
Beltis in second and Amanda Spaziano in third.
We extend congratulations to all of the six 
finalists, as well as Kyle Dapkas, Shane Rhymer, 
Jennifer Gaudette, Breanne Lubinsky, who 
placed seventh through tenth, and all the other 
contenders who tried but did not make it to the 
finals.
Much credit goes out to Professor Susan 
Baran for creating and directing the Public 
Speaking Colloquium, Hanover Insurance 
Group for being a major sponsor for the 
event, Tony Petrarca for being a lively host, 
the panel of judges for handling the task of 
choosing a winner, and the Department of 
Communication, The Podium, and College 
of Arts and Sciences for making this evening 
possible.
4th Annual competition
Continued from page 1
Once again, the science department here at Bryant University has 
provided a wonderful opportunity to travel and be able to see some historic 
areas in the United States. This is my second time writing an article detailing 
the experiences we shared on this trip, and I appreciate being able to show my 
support for our science program here. This spring break, with support from 
the NASA Rhode Island Space Grant, 17 individuals ventured down south to 
Houston, TX. 
On the first day, we visited one of the best museums in country, the 
Museum of Natural Science. The students and faculty were free to explore 
this museum as well as the others in the area. We could visit the Museum of 
Fine Arts, Museum of Health and Medical Science, or the Houston Zoo. I 
chose to explore the exhibits in the Museum of Natural History. The museum 
was magnificently large. My favorite parts fincluded its vast gem and mineral 
collection. In this exhibit, I saw some of the most beautiful gems that are 
on this earth. In addition, I was astounded by the number of fossils in this 
museum. My personal favorite was one of “Sloth-zilla.” This towering sloth 
could fling a saber-tooth tiger 12 yards with its forepaw and it had a layer of 
tightly packed bone nuggets within its hide that acted like chainmail. 
Next, I visited the Houston Zoo where I observed an elephant trying to 
perform a balancing act with an oddly shaped log by orienting the log on 
different shapes and seeing if it could stand up on its own. It was definitely 
quite entertaining. Those that went to the zoo could have seen a 2 week 
old giraffe and one of the rare red pandas. During the evening, our entire 
group attended one of the cultural experiences of Houston, the Rodeo. We 
saw cowboys rope cattle, ride bulls, we saw children grasp onto lambs, and 
witnessed a concert performed by a local legend, Julion Alvarez. 
The second day, the whole group visited the historic NASA Johnson Space 
Center in Houston. We partook in the NASA Tram tour where we had the 
opportunity to see the Apollo Mission Control Center, which guided our 
astronauts through the frontiers of space. We also had the opportunity to 
see NASA employees at work testing equipment and training in replicas of 
areas of the International Space Station. After the tour, our group split off to 
experience different aspects of the Space Center. Those I went with saw two 
excellent short films which gave a brief history of the advances in space travel 
throughout history, especially of the International Space Station. In addition, 
I wandered through the many exhibits including the Astronaut gallery where 
I was able to experience what it was like looking out from an actual astronaut 
helmet. 
The last day was spent on the beautiful Galveston Island in Texas. The sun 
was shining, and the weather was welcoming. During this experience, we 
were able to get a detailed description on how Offshore Drilling is performed 
and the intricacies associated with it. At the Ocean Star Offshore Drilling Rig 
Museum, we learned of the astounding technology that has been developed 
to maximize the output of these underground wells as well as to ensure their 
safety. Although there have been accidents in history, the advances we have 
made have continued to improve safety and efficiency throughout the years. 
In addition, we viewed the documentary about one of the deadliest storms 
that took place on Galveston Island in 1900 which had a death toll of nearly 
four times that of Hurricane Katrina. Afterwards, the small group I was with 
walked along the area, entering the quaint shopd. Later on, we were able to 
go swimming in the gulf. Unfortunately, the water was not as warm as I had 
hoped. Finally, our last activity consisted of a group meal at a local Mexican 
restaurant. This was a fitting end to an excellent trip.
The trip was organized by faculty members Dr. Hong Yang, Dr. Qin Leng, 
Dr. Whitaker, Bob Patalano, and Cait Witkowski. Each day was an adventure, 
and even though it was only a few days long, we made every minute of 
it count, and I personally thank all of them for their profound effort in 
planning such a wonderful experience. The science department here at Bryant 
is truly phenomenal, and I would like to see it continue to grow.
Houston, we’ve got 
a science project
By Garrett Holmes
Contributing Writer
Listen to 
WJMF The Beat 
of Bryant at 
www.
wjmfradio.com
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Turner’s Thoughts
Food allergies are something we all know 
of, but unfortunately, it took a tragedy close to 
home for the issue to raise awareness of how 
food allergies are very real, truly dangerous and 
affect individuals of all races, ethnicities and 
socioeconomic status. 
We are all at risk to have a reaction to a 
certain food, but in most cases it’s an intolerance 
rather than a true allergy. Why does it matter? 
A food allergy can be more serious than an 
intolerance. The problem is, they have similar 
symptoms. These clues can help you figure 
out if it is an allergy or intolerance. But please, 
don’t be your own doctor. Seek the help of 
professionals if you suspect either. 
Food Intolerance: When a food irritates your stomach or you have trouble digesting—it’s 
an intolerance. Signs and symptoms may include:
• Usually comes on gradually
• May only happen when you eat a lot of the food
• May only happen if you eat the food often
• Is not life-threatening
• Some Symptoms may be: 
 - Gas, Cramps, Bloating
 - Heartburn
 - Headaches
Food Allergy: When your immune system mistakes something in food as harmful and 
attacks it. It can affect your whole body, not just your stomach. Signs and symptoms may 
include:
• Usually comes on suddenly
• Small amount of food can trigger
• Happens every time you eat the food
• Can be life-threatening 
• Some symptoms may be:
 - Rash, hives or very itchy skin
 - Shortness of breath
 - Chest pain
 - Sudden drop in blood pressure - Call 911 immediatly
 - Trouble swallowing —Call 911 if this happens
Things you can do to help prevent your symptoms
• Learn which foods -- and how much -- cause you to have symptoms. Either avoid the 
food or only have as much as you can without triggering symptoms. 
• When you eat out, ask your server about how your meal will be prepared. It may not 
always be clear from the menu whether some dishes contain problem foods.
• Learn to read food labels and check the ingredients for trigger foods. Don’t forget to 
check condiments and seasonings. They may have additives that can cause symptoms.
Sodexo at Bryant University takes allergies and intolerances very serious. Some safety 
measures we have put in place are:
o The MyZone Allergen Sensitive area where people with food sensitivities can eat and 
prepare foods free of cross contamination and minimal risk of flare-up.
o Our chefs do not cook with, use, or add peanut products as an ingredient
o We now serve peanut butter in individually wrapped containers.
o No longer offered: nuts for toppings, desserts with nuts, or breakfast items (muffins) 
with nuts.
If this is new information to you and you are in need of further assistance, we urge you 
to contact the operations manager, and the registered dietitian in dinning services here on 
campus. Between the two of them, your needs will be met to ensure your food health while 
dining on campus.
  Kim Layne, operations manager. klyane@brant.edu
  Debbie Turner, registered dietitian. debbieturner@bryant.edu
By Debbie Turner
Registered Dietician for  
Bryant University Dining
Allergies
Tupper’s Tidbits
Tupper’s Top Five March 
Madness Picks
Iron Clad Tupper I
It’s March Madness! Wooooo!
My initial disappointment that Bryant 
didn’t make it to NCAA playoffs has worn 
off a bit, so I’m ready to start thinking 
about March Madness minus the Bulldogs. 
I mean, I guess it wasn’t the year of ANY 
Bulldog, since Georgetown, Butler, and 
even #1 seed Gonzaga have all been 
eliminated.
Bryant basketball turned some heads 
this year. Congratulations to the men’s and 
women’s teams and coaches for a record-
breaking season!
But now, it’s time to pick up and move 
on...I started thinking, “What if we had 
March Madness with something OTHER 
than basketball? That might take the sting 
away from having our post-season cut 
short.” Hmmm… I present to you Tupper’s 
Top Five March Madness Picks.
5. NAPS! I think this is why I get 
along so well with the students…it’s 
something we have in common – we 
like to nap. Anyone wanna go up against 
me in the competitive sport of napping? 
I’m pretty good…we can call it “March 
Madnezzzzzzz.”
4. SCRATCHES! I’ve got Momma 
circulating a sign-up sheet. I think we can 
go bigger than 64, though. Maybe we start 
with 128 students. All 128 students scratch 
me for a designated time…say two hours. 
This could totally work! If you don’t see 
the sign-up sheet, go see my Momma in 
University Relations. We’ll call this one 
“March Scratchness.”
3. CAMPUS VISITS! Here’s what I’m 
thinking: For the entire month, I’ll come 
to campus every single day. I’ll spend time 
in each residence hall, townhouse, and 
building, and take pictures with absolutely 
everyone! We can call it “March Gladness!”
2. BALLS! I could get all the basketballs 
from all the NCAA games, and…that’s 
it. I could just have them. I’ll chase them, 
pounce on them, destroy them – whatever. 
It would be totally fun for me! I’d let you 
watch…maybe video, if you’re so inclined. 
This one could be…hmmm…this one’s 
hard. How about “March Ball-Possess?” 
“March Obsess?” Hey, if you think coming 
up with new names is easy, I’m happy to 
hear your suggestions. Tweet at me (@
bryanttuppy).
And my number one pick for a 
substitute for basketball in March Madness 
is:
1. BACON! We’ll start with 64 pieces 
of bacon. No. Make that 64 POUNDS 
of bacon. No. Make that 64 grocery 
carts FULL of bacon! Different brands 
go up against each other, and different 
ways of cooking it (frying vs. baking vs. 
microwaving). I am totally willing to try 
everything having to do with bacon. I’m a 
true competitor that way. Oh, very funny, 
Momma…she says we should call this one 
“March Fatness.”
So there you have it. Tupper’s Top 
Five March Madness Picks. Don’t forget 
– I’m on Facebook (www.facebook.com/
bulldogtupper) and Twitter (http://twitter.
com/bryanttuppy). Get at me! ’Til next 
time…WOOF!
There’s a rule “No double dribbling?” I guess I’m out of 
the game then, because I’ve dribbled a BUNCH of times!
(Christina Senecal)
Are you…
• Looking to get away from the same old salmo meal?  
• Hoping to build and strengthen your current network?  
• Looking for a possible internship or job opportunity? 
 
If you answered YES to any of the above questions, then come to the 4th Annual 
Student Alumni Networking Dinner, on THURSDAY APRIL 18th, 2013!  There will 
be a fully catered, sit-down meal with alums of your career choice!  They have real-
world experiences of the material you learn in class, and they are so excited to meet 
you all. This event is sponsored by the Bryant Student Alumni Association.
YOU MUST sign up at saa.bryant.edu to secure a spot, because they fill up fast!  
Do not miss the networking opportunity of a life-time! Email Coordinator Andrew 
Bachman at abachman@bryant.edu or President Sara Larrabee at slarrabe@bryant.
edu with questions. 
Ocean pollution in RI
People have been using the ocean for their personal trash barrels for years. And why 
not? The ocean is the cheapest and easiest way for people to dispose of waste, and it is 
nearly untraceable. Most would even believe the ocean is so big it couldn’t have any effect 
on its quality. This fact is a huge misconception. Ninety percent of all floating materials 
thrown into the ocean are plastic. Plastic is one of the most harmful pollutants because it 
doesn’t break down in environments. It kills more than one million seabirds and 100,000 
mammals and sea turtles every year. Oil is also a huge factor in ocean pollution. While 
only 12% of oil dumped into oceans comes from tanker oil spills, the rest enters the 
ocean through runoff and drains. The saltwater in the ocean has the potential to pump 
pollutants from the ocean into coastal freshwater aquifers, making wells and other water 
sources contaminated. 
So how do these facts relate to our state of Rhode Island? Besides holding the title 
of the Ocean State, in recent years beaches in Rhode Island have been forced to close 
due to sewage and runoff pollution that flow into Narragansett Bay. Another huge issue 
surrounding the pollution is plastic waste, prompting officials to consider banning 
disposable plastic bags. So what can Rhode Islanders do to protect their Ocean State? 
• Take care of your trash after a day on the beach or participate in a local beach 
cleanup.
• Limit plastic product usage.
• Use a reusable water bottle. 
• Store food in non-disposable containers.
• Bring a reusable bag when shopping
• RECYCLE!
 Educate others on what products you can and cannot recycle and encourage law-
making officials to make some changes in your community to make Rhode Island a clean 
“ocean state”. Follow @BUGreenTeam for more ocean friendly tips! 
By Ashlee Burke
Contributing Writer
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Department of Public Safety Log
EMT CALL   (Medical Services Rendered)   
MAR 4 2013-Monday at 15:18
Location:  CHASE ATHLETIC CENTER
Summary:  DPS received a request for an EMT to assist 
with a female who was struck in the face with a softball 
and has a possible broken jaw.  EMS was activated.  
Patient was transported to Rhode Island Hospital via 
Smithfield Rescue for treatment.
EMT CALL   (Medical Services Rendered)   
MAR 6 2013-Wednesday at 03:37
Location:  RESIDENCE HALL 
Summary:  DPS received a request for an EMT to assist 
with a female that had abdominal pain.  EMS was 
activated.  Patient was transported to Fatima Hospital 
via Smithfield Rescue for treatment.
LARCENY   ($200-$500)     
MAR 6 2013-Wednesday at 15:15
Location:  RESIDENCE HALL 
Summary:  DPS received a report of a stolen Bose I-pod 
dock.
ACCIDENT   (Leaving the Scene / Unattended Vehicle) 
MAR 7 2013-Thursday at 08:02
Location:  TOWNHOUSE CIRCLE PARKING
Summary:  DPS received a call from a student reporting 
a hit and run involving two parked vehicles.  Report was 
taken and the suspect vehicle and owner located.  SPD 
was contacted for a report.
FIRE   (Building)     
MAR 11 2013-Monday at 20:44
Location:  RESIDENCE HALL 
Summary:  Fire alarm activation was caused by burning 
electrical material and insulation in a Residence Hall.  
SFD responded to campus to investigate.
ACCIDENT    (Motor Vehicle Accident)   
MAR 13 2013-Wednesday at 01:51
Location:  JACOB’S DRIVE
Summary:  A delivery driver lost control of his truck, 
and the curb and hit the speed limit sign.  No injuries 
were reported—minor damage was caused to the sign 
and grass.
TRESPASSING        
MAR 14 2013-Thursday at 09:35 
Location:  TOWNHOUSE 
Summary:  A student reported that she thought 
someone was inside her Townhouse during break.    
Nothing was reported to be missing.
EMT CALL   (Medical Services Rendered)   
MAR 16 2013-Saturday at 09:45 
Location:  CHASE ATHLETIC CENTER 
Summary:  DPS received a report of a person requiring 
an EMT for an injured foot.  EMS was activated.  EMT 
cleared patient who was treated on the scene and not 
transported.
ACCIDENT   (Leaving the Scene / Unattended Vehicle) 
MAR 18 2013-Monday at 19:18
Location:  HALL 16 LOT
Summary:  DPS received a report of a parked vehicle 
that was hit in the Hall 16 lot sometime during Spring 
Break.
ACCIDENT (MVA)   Motor Vehicle Accident  
MAR 21 2013-Thursday at 12:58 
Location:  COMMUTER PARKING LOT
Summary:  DPS received a report of a parked vehicle 
being  hit in the Commuter lot.
VANDALISM (Residence)    
MAR 22 2013-Friday at 01:25
Location:  TOWNHOUSE 
Summary:  A student reported that someone had 
thrown an ice ball through his window.
Both window panes were broken, HVAC and custodial 
were notified.  The incident is being investigated. 
EMT CALL   (Medical Services Rendered)  
MAR 22 2013-Friday at 10:47
Location:  CHASE ATHLETIC CENTER 
Summary:  DPS received a report of a female fainting in 
the main lobby.  EMS was activated.  Patient was seeking 
further medical attention from her private physician.
FIRE ALARM (Building)     
MAR 22 2013-Friday at 17:35 
Location:  TOWNHOUSE 
Summary:  Sig-com reports a master fire alarm in a 
townhouse.  Cause appeared to be burning candles 
which set off the alarm. SFD has been updated. Charges 
have been filed. 
DRUG (Possession of Drug Paraphernalia)   
MAR 22 2013-Friday at 17:35
Location:  TOWNHOUSE
Summary:  DPS responded to a report of drug 
paraphernalia.  Material was confiscated by DPS and 
charges have been filed. 
VANDALISM        
MAR 24 2013-Sunday at 01:45
Location:  RESIDENCE HALL 
Summary:  DPS received a report of a broken glass door. 
The incident is being investigated. 
VANDALISM (Vandalism to Auto)   
MAR 24 2013-Sunday at 13:23
Location:  STRIP PARKING
Summary:  DPS received a report of a broken sport 
mirror
LARCENY      
MAR 24 2013-Sunday at 21:03
Location:  RESIDENCE HALL 
Summary:  DPS received a report of a stolen laptop from 
a Residence Hall.  The laptop was returned the next 
morning.
BIAS INCIDENTS   None Reported
To report a bias incident or hate crime, go to www.
bryant.edu/bias or call the Bias Incident Hotline at 
x6920
Bias related incident – a threatened, attempted, or 
completed action that is motivated by bigotry and bias 
regarding a person’s real or perceived race, religion, 
natural origin, ethnicity, sexual orientation, disability, or 
gender status.  Examples of these incidents include name 
calling, offensive language/acts, and graffiti/behavior.
There are three words that can be used to 
describe Madison Lichtman: fun, dedicated, 
and above all else, she is a leader. You can 
walk into a room and the first thing you 
will notice is Maddie because she will most 
likely be the loudest person in the room. She 
has one of the most infectious laughs, and 
you can’t help yourself but to join in. Her 
personality is what gets people’s attention 
and helps her when leading a group. Maddie 
is extremely involved on campus as a 
Resident Assistant, Staff Coordinator for 
Orientation, on the Cheerleading team, she 
and runs a student blog for admissions. 
As a sophomore she is already involved 
in so much on campus and is already 
making a difference. One of her greatest 
accomplishments is being an Orientation 
leader, and this is how she describes her 
experience:
“Having the opportunity to do 
orientation and welcome the class of 2016 
was the most rewarding experience because 
everything was new and exciting to them. 
It was great to see how open-minded and 
great they were. Then I had an opportunity 
to be an RA for my orientation students; 
through these experiences and meeting 
the professional staff I know I am always 
learning and growing.”
Already as staff coordinator in her 
sophomore year Maddie is open-minded 
and excited for new challenges and 
opportunities. When things get tough 
and it seems like challenges would just 
get in her way they don’t; she figures out 
a plan and makes adjustments to fit the 
situation.  Maddie has a sense of humor 
about everything; she can make any serious 
situation calm and funny, and she has 
extreme passion for everything she does. 
For the future Maddie hopes to go into 
the marketing field and get a “bomb” job 
in London after Bryant. Hopefully after 
working in marketing for a few years and 
saving up she hopes to come back to Bryant 
and work in their Student Affairs office.  
She wants to be just like Rich Hurley. Her 
passion to work on projects and events truly 
shows how much she loves working with 
other students and making a difference on 
campus.
If you don’t know Maddie, you should. 
She is open to always meeting new people. 
The only thing that Maddie loves more in 
the world than her student involvements 
is her love for babies, which some may call 
excessive. 
Follow us on 
twitter! 
@thearchway
Dining camera 
dilemma update
If you can remember back to last semester, I wrote a front-page story about our two 
dining cameras and how they had been shut off due to a very limited amount of feedback 
our Administration had received. My article had created some buzz around campus 
and the Student Senate jumped in to take action. Dan Minor, the Senate Information 
Technology representative, Phil Lombardi, the Director of Academic Computing & 
Media Services, Chuck LoCurto, Bryant’s Vice President and CIO, and I all got together 
to come up with a simple solution: 
Let’s officially re-ask the Bryant student body what they REALLY think about the 
dining cams.
That is why I am writing to you today. There is now a SURVEY that has been sent to 
your @bryant.edu email and will be available now until April 19th for you to take and 
give us your feedback on the use of dining cameras outside of Salmo and South (The 
email will be a “Bryant Announcement”).
Should they stay? Or should they go? The “ON” and “OFF” switch is in your hands 
people!
Plus, if you participate in the survey, it is only SIX questions and you will be entered 
into a raffle to win a $25.00 Dunkin’ Donuts gift card. However, your responses will be 
confidential and kept separate from your entry into the gift card drawing. 
The results will be fairly tabulated and reported in The Archway by the end of this 
semester. It is extremely important that as many people as possible take this survey! 
Check your email, click on the “Survey Monkey” link, answer the questions, and win 
some Dunkin’! If you have any questions or concerns please reach out to myself at 
slarrabe@bryant.edu or Janice Fagan, Director of Administrative Systems, at jfagan@
bryant.edu. 
As a reminder, these dining cams are a result of the student winners in the Mobile 
App-A-Thon competition from last Spring. 
By Sara Larabee
Senior Staff Writer
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Business
“Young people don’t want to just make money. 
They want to make a difference”. These words come 
from Daniel Lubetzky, CEO of KIND Healthy 
Snacks. His ten year old snack company claims 
to have made both economic and social impact. 
Lubetzky was born in Mexico to a father who was 
a Holocaust survivor. He says that his father’s 
suffering is the moving force behind his company, 
whose core mission is to “build bridges between 
people”. 
This comes in light of a sociological change 
that is being seen amongst many United States 
companies. This movement is beginning to bring 
the importance of kind deeds to focus. Specifically 
one audience is paying particular close attention, 
the Millennials, who are a trailblazing and 
groundbreaking group of 95 million Americans 
born between the years 1982 and 2004. As most 
know, those of us that are a part of this generation 
are social media fiends. We live and breathe 
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram. Nevertheless, we 
consider doing the right thing to be chief not chic. 
For example, the gay marriage hearing before the 
Supreme Court taking place in Washington on the 
26th and 27th, the equality symbol that has become 
synonymous with these trials is all over the major 
social media platforms. With this being said, good 
deeds do not go unnoticed, they are promoted. 
Companies are taking notice of awareness that 
Americans have when kindness has been shown. 
Co-founder of Ben & Jerry’s, Ben Cohen says, 
“Companies can’t hide anymore. If everything 
you’re doing is seen it is human nature to do things 
that people would approve of”. His company 
is known for supporting environmental and 
sustainability causes in addition to donating a 
chunk of its profit to charity.  U.S. businesses 
are beginning to do less bad and more good. 
Moreover they are satisfied with being seen as a 
“Do-gooder” in society rather than only for their 
economic success. While some firms are starting 
from the ground level others are making kindness 
a company goal. 
     “Kindness can’t be a corporate tactic that’s 
buried in the marketing department”, says Ron 
Shaich, Founder of Panera Bread. They have 
taken a huge company-wide step by opening five 
“Panera Cares” restaurants in the past 18 months 
after Shaich watched a news segment about a 
Denver entrepreneur who planned to open a café 
where diners paid only what they could afford. 
He duplicated this idea by opening these branch 
restaurants where customers are not required to 
pay for their food, it is completely free. However 
there are suggested donation prices on the menu. 
     Nevertheless, while some donate their time 
others are willing to pay more than the suggested 
prices which has led this venture to be quite 
successful. The profits are primarily used to job-
train at-risk kids. In addition, Starbucks has been at 
it for more than seven years with their community 
store that operates in Harlem and donates a portion 
of its profits to local charities. They have recently 
opened similar stores in Houston and Los Angeles. 
By 2018 they plan to operate 50 of them. 
     Unfortunately there is a unsuccessful case. 
Nordstrom has been helping others with their 
retail store, Treasure & Bond, whose profits and 
some of its sales receipts go to charity. They opened 
with three purposes: to test the New York market, 
where Nordstrom has no department stores; to 
test unconventional merchandise that would not 
normally appear in their stores; and to give back 
to their community. Unfortunately they have 
been operating in the red for the majority of its 
operation. Despite this setback they will continue 
to operate for as long as possible. 
There are also changes being seen in how 
companies market themselves. Global power 
Coca Cola ran Super Bowl ads that displayed 
kind acts such as security cameras catching 
dropped wallets being returned. This is on behalf 
of supporting kind acts to become a bigger part 
of Coke’s marketing, says Cristina Bondolowski, 
vice president of global brands. Bayer aspirin has 
also joined Coke by promoting a television ad for 
its Aleve brand where a man suffers back pain 
while helping at a soup kitchen. Barton Warner, 
vice president of marketing at Bayer says, “We’re 
just reflecting back to our consumers what they’re 
already doing”. These sociological changes that are 
occurring, and occurring more frequently, offer 
a ray of hope for our future. A ray that includes a 
society that accepts difference, displays unity, and 
promotes kindness. 
When we think of the 
smartphone market the first 
two companies that come to 
mind would be Apple and then 
Samsung, and rightfully so, 
since this is where the major 
competition is.  The third is 
usually Research In Motion 
(RIM), known for the creation 
of the Blackberry, and they are 
about to release another one.     
According to the Wall Street 
Journal, the good news is that 
there will be “mostly positive 
reviews, increased investor 
confidence, and RIM’s biggest 
marketing budget ever for a 
product rollout.”  But the bad 
news is that it will face a “much 
more competitive market 
where Apple and Samsung have 
rocketed ahead in market share 
and sales.  The two also have 
much more cash than RIM to 
maintain their leads, meaning 
RIM may no longer be fighting 
to be a smartphone leader, but 
rather to simply keep a place at 
the table.”
The launch will begin when 
AT&T starts to sell the Z10, one 
of the two Blackberrys running 
on RIM’s new Blackberry 10 
operating system, according to 
the Wall Street Journal.  They 
have also said that this will be 
at about the same price as the 
competition, which will create a 
head-to-head environment.
One executive from RIM, 
their chief marketing officer 
Frank Boulben, has expressed 
optimism for the launch.  “Our 
objective and that of our carrier 
partners is that very quickly 
we emerge as a strong number 
three.  I expect to see a lot of 
excitement in the coming days in 
the U.S. market”.  Indeed, their 
power has diminished more than 
significantly.  
The Wall Street Journal 
reports that their share of the 
U.S. smartphone market has 
fallen from close to half in 2009 
to only 5.9% (they may not 
even reach 5% worldwide by 
the end of 2016). RIM has used 
lavish spending in an attempt 
to counter this with a lot of 
promotional materials for their 
most recent product, again 
according to the Wall Street 
Journal.  
An analyst from Gartner Van 
Baker has had something to say 
about RIM as well. “They’ve got 
an attractive device and a good 
operating system, but ultimately 
for them to succeed they’ve got to 
get some excitement and buzz in 
the consumer segment again, and 
it’s an open question whether 
they can do that.  I don’t think 
they have any chance of getting 
back to where they were, but if 
they can get 5-6% market share, 
ultimately that’s a successful 
business model for them”.  
RIM is not expected to match 
Apple or Samsung for market 
heft or sales, even with all its 
lavish promotional spending.  
Even if they could match the 
competition their “window 
for grabbing attention may be 
closing.  Last week Samsung 
unveiled its latest Galaxy 
smartphone, the S4, at a lavish 
event in New York”.  
According to Macquarie 
Securities analyst Kevin 
Smithen, many people, who 
were considering the Z10 were 
impressed with the S4.  So now 
they may delay their Z10 decision 
until they can evaluate the S4.  
RIM may be facing an all-or-
nothing situation sooner than 
they would like.        
• Officials at a maximum-security research lab in Texas reported that a vial 
of potential bioterror agent is missing, but it is likely that the virus has been 
destroyed and poses no danger. Scott Weaver, the lab’s director said, the most 
likely explanation for the missing vial is that it became stuck to a researcher’ 
glove and dropped unnoticed to the lab’s f loor and rolled under equipment, 
where it was later swept up and incinerated with other lab waste. The frozen 
vials “stick to about anything, especially a gloved hand,” he said. However this 
brings to light the growing concern about safety and security at labs researching 
toxins and germs that could be used as bioterror weapons.  
• The struggling number four cellphone company, T-Mobile USA, is scrapping 
plans centered on familiar two-year contracts to selling phones on installment 
plans. This is the first major U.S. carrier to break from the typical contract 
model. They have consistently been losing customers from its contract-based 
plans for over two years, the majority changing over to Verizon Wireless and 
AT&T. T-Mobile has been successful with the less profitable prepaid plans that 
are contract-less. A main reason that they have taken an alternative route is 
because up until recently their network has not been able to offer high speed 
data service to iPhones. They plan to begin selling the iPhone this spring with 
data availability in limited cities. Although T-Mobile’s prices are generally lower 
than its competitors, they lack data network coverage in rural areas.  
• Google has picked out 8,000 people who will be given a chance to wear a 
pair of the Internet-connected glasses. The pool was selected by Google in 
a contest conducted last month which required them to explain how they 
would use this technology in 50 words or less through Twitter or Google Plus. 
Unfortunately the winners have to pay $1,500 for a test version of the Google 
Glass. Additionally, they will have to travel to New York, Los Angeles or the 
San Francisco Bay area to pick up the device. They are expected to be ready by 
late 2013 to early 2014. They will have many similar functions to smartphones 
except they are designed so one does not have to constantly look down at their 
phone. It will allow people to be connected to their email, social networks, and 
other important information. Also, there will be a hidden camera designed to let 
people take hands-free photos or videos. This creation is amidst other prototype 
products taking a crack at technology known as “wearable computing”. Google 
and other tech companies including Apple are attempting to create internet-
connected wristwatches. 
By John Zeiner
Business Editor
Biz Snipz
We are looking for a Campus News Editor!
Email us at archway@bryant.edu 
Change of heart for 
many U.S. businesses
By John Zeiner
Business Editor
A Blackberry off 
the RIM
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Sports
No Rondo, no problem?  Celtics might be better off
By Justin Beaucage 
Sports Editor
 
     Celtics’ fans have sat breathlessly in their seats as they 
have watched their team play phenomenal basketball 
in the second half of the season. Unfortunately, so has 
Boston’s superstar point guard Rajon Rondo.  
     When Rondo tore his ACL in January, the Celtics and 
their playoff dreams were left for dead.  
However, to all those writing the obituaries, they might 
want to put their pens down.  
     It’s hard to imagine that a team would be better 
without their best player.  However, that might be the 
Celtics’ case.  When Rondo went down, the team was 
three games under .500.  Since then, the Celtics have 
made quite the playoff push, posting a 15-11 record, 
and currently hold the seventh seed in the Eastern 
Conference.  Their impressive stretch has included huge 
wins against Miami, Los Angeles, and Chicago.  
     It’s tough to say that Boston’s season without Rondo 
has exceeded expectations, simply because when he 
went down, there weren’t any.  However, the Celtics have 
fought back, and may find themselves playing basketball 
in April.  The team’s success has raised an interesting 
question: are the Celtics really better off without Rondo?
     It seems like a foolish debate.  How can a team be 
better without arguably their best player?  If you look 
at the numbers, people who make this claim might be 
on to something.  The Celtics might be a better team 
without their star player.  
     There are plenty of reasons for this.  For starters, 
Rondo’s playing style might not be in-sync with some of 
his teammates.  Back in the early years of Boston’s “Big 
Three,” they had one of the more explosive offenses in 
the league.  It was orchestrated by Rondo, and a lot of 
their buckets would be from fast-break, opportunistic 
scoring.  Whether it was Paul Pierce or Kevin Garnett 
trailing, Boston’s offense was one of the more exciting 
ones in the league.  
     Unfortunately, Father Time has caught up with 
those Celtics.  Since Rondo’s injury, the Celtics have 
had a much slower offense, allowing players to play 
with their own style.  However, Paul Pierce has 
been through trying times before and has played 
sensational basketball since Rondo’s departure.  He 
has had ten games with over 25 points, and he has 
taken over as the new leader on offense.  Pierce has 
also averaged six assists per game, including a triple-
double against Denver.  
     The Celtics’ have had an elite defense throughout 
this stretch.  This is a bit of a head-scratcher, 
since Rondo is a four-time member of the NBA’s 
All-Defensive Team.  With him, the Celtics were 
surrendering a 45 percent shooting percentage to their 
opponents inside the arc and 35 percent beyond it.  
Now, those numbers have dropped down to 42 and 
31 percent.  If the Celtics had been playing this level 
of defense all year, they would be the second ranked 
defense in the league (only trailing Indiana).
     It’s tough to admit, but the Celtics might be better 
off without Rondo.  Rondo is the best point guard in 
the league, but he might not fit with the team’s style 
or direction anymore.  If the team could potentially 
move him to improve, the Celtics could become one 
of the more dominant teams in the East.  The Celtics 
could always use help on the boards, as they are still 
ranked 28th in rebounding.  If trading Rondo is the 
solution to this problem and they still continue to play 
at this level, Boston might want to consider it.  
Fake believe? Are professional sports fixed?
By Justin Beaucage
Sports Editor
 
  
     Last season, the Miami Heat 
seemed destined for elimnation 
in the Eastern Conference Finals. 
However, in a pivotal Game 6, 
Lebron James dropped 45 points 
on the Celtics in the garden 
in one of the most amazing 
postseason performances of all 
time.  The Heat went on to win 
not just the series, but the “King,” 
got his first ring with the Heat.  
     In 2004, the Boston Red Sox 
were left for dead, down 3 games 
to none in the ALCS against their 
arch nemesis Yankees.  Despite 
all the odds, with one of the most 
improbable steals in MLB history 
by speedy Dave Roberts, and 
pitcher Curt Schilling throwing 
on one leg, Boston won the next 
four games in what is called the 
greatest comeback ever. 
     Even this year, legendary 
linebacker Ray Lewis said this 
would be his last run with 
the Baltimore Ravens.  After 
his proclamation, the Ravens 
finished their season by hosting 
the Lombardi Trophy, sending 
Lewis out with a finish only 
fitting in Hollywood and fairy 
tales.  
     All three of these stories 
are some of the most heroic 
performances in sports history.  
Some say that miracles are what 
make sports what they are today.  
Just when a team is facing every 
obstacle in their path, they 
somehow find a way to overcome 
all the adversity and reach their 
ultimate goals.  It looks like there 
might be happily-ever-afters in 
sports, too, and these aren’t just 
all dreams.  Some of these stories 
seem unreal, don’t they?
Well, do fans ever think that they 
are?
     It sounds ridiculous, but so 
many people really aren’t sold 
onthese heroic sports tales.  
Some people have even gone 
so far as to say these are fixed, 
and all these unlikely finishes 
in sports are for more than just 
miraculous performances.  They 
say that there are way too many 
self-interests in sports, whether 
it be the money, fame, and even 
ratings.  People have said that we 
shouldn’t be fooled by athletes’ 
fascinating performances in the 
most high-pressure situations. 
When looking at all this, do 
these critics have a point?  It 
might sound absurd, but they 
might.
     It would be easy for someone 
to believe all this skepticism.  It 
does seem a little ironic, doesn’t 
it?  What are the chances that 
a team or player never fails to 
amaze when everything seems 
to be against them?  Besides, 
if sports were fixed, with 
every other controversy that 
happens in sports, it wouldn’t be 
shocking.  With constant issues 
with performance-enhancing 
drugs, gambling, and other 
illegal tactics (bounty hunting 
scandal), it would make sense 
that sports are fixed.  These 
remarkable and wow-stories are 
what keep bringing fans back.  
When fans are loyal to their 
teams, it might increase the one 
thing that sports are ruled by: 
money.
     Think about it, if there 
are miraculous victories and 
amazing comeback stories, 
more people will watch just to 
witness it, right?  When a sport 
has more fans, revenues will 
increase, through ticket sales, 
merchandising, and ratings on 
television.  
     Some fans even say that 
some sports will purposely go 
to a Game 7 in playoff series in 
order to sell more tickets.  If a 
game could be manipulated, just 
imagaine all the possiblities and 
money that a team could make.  
It’s all starting to click, huh?  Are 
sports really just one big, fixed, 
money-making machine?
     Not so fast, sports critics.  In 
my opinion, being a huge sports 
fan myself, I think that these 
conspiracy theories are absolutely 
absurd.  It does seem like one 
big coincidence, but I think for 
people to make these accusations 
about sports is just insulting 
not only to teams and their 
accomplishments, but to athletes 
everywhere. These athletes are 
professional, and some of the 
most gifted people in the world.  
Their talents should be respected, 
not ridiculed or questioned.  
Who are we to doubt some of 
the most remarkable games and 
moments in sports?  Just because 
there are issues in sports, doesn’t 
mean everything should be 
under a microscope.  We should 
praise these accomplishments 
and continue to be amazed by 
talented indiviuals.  
     When it comes to how 
these moments come at the 
most opportunistic and story-
like situations, I believe in 
momentum and perseverance.  
Being involved with sports 
for all my life, I have been in 
locker rooms where players 
come together and fight 
against adversity.  All it takes 
is leadership and players to 
believe that they can accomplish 
something.  If high school teams 
or even recreational sports can 
do this, professional athletes 
can, too.  Their leadership 
and dedication shouldn’t be 
questioned.  Their hard work 
and never-quit attitude is what 
got them to the pros in the first 
place.  
     Now, I’m not turning a 
blind eye to the problems in 
sports.  I do believe there are 
certain corruptions in sports, 
just like any other big-time 
industry.  I believe that gambling 
is a huge issue, especially with 
many players hindering their 
performance for their own 
benefits off the playing field.  
Performance-enhacing drugs, 
specifically in baseball, are still 
a monster problem, with people 
not only cheating their bodies, 
but the sport.  However, with 
all these controversies, I don’t 
believe that fixing sports is one 
of them.  
     Just remember, the next 
time that Kobe Bryant hits a 
game-winning three, Peyton 
Manning throws a touchdown as 
time expires, or a team makes a 
heroic comeback, respect these 
athletes and their abilities.  Don’t 
question if it’s a hoax, because 
these players work hard to put 
on a show for the fans, and to 
better themselves as athletes.  
Besides, believing and seeing the 
impossible is what sports is all 
about, isn’t it?
The Baltimore Raven’s improbable Super Bowl season: real or just a hoax? (MCT Campus)
The pheonomenal play of Celtic’s Paul Pierce is key to 
the team’s success (MCT Campus)
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AFC East cashing in on free agent prizes
By John Como 
Assistant Sports Editor
  
  
 
     While the powerful New 
England Patriots certainly look 
ready for a 2013 playoff run, they 
have had a pretty bad start in the 
free agency market. The team 
lost Wes Welker, arguably one 
of the greatest wide receivers to 
play the game, to a mere 2 year 
$12 million dollar contract from 
the Broncos. Welker will also 
play the slot receiver position 
for Peyton Manning, the only 
quarterback that can compare 
himself to Tom Brady and will 
play for the only team that has 
a legitimate shot at ousting the 
Pats next year. Talk for a long-
term deal to keep Welker in 
New England had fallen through 
between Welker’s agent and the 
Pats for the last two seasons. 
Desperate to re-sign him for 
any deal, the Pats ended up only 
offering a 2 year $10 million 
contract which Welker naturally 
declined. 
     The Pats ended up acquiring 
the former Ram wide out, Danny 
Amendola, on a 5 year $27.7 
million dollar contract to replace 
Welker. It is also very unlikely 
that hall of fame safety, Ed Reed, 
will end up in a New England 
uniform. Even with the recent 
news of leaving the Houston 
Texans without a contract deal 
and nothing being official yet, 
Reed is still expected to visit 
the San Francisco 49ers and the 
Indianapolis Colts. His chances 
to play under Belichick are 
considered very slim at this point 
in time. 
     The Miami Dolphins have 
literally made a splash this 
offseason and are already 
considered the winners of the 
2013 offseason. Last season, the 
team played very admirably with 
a strong defense but lacked the 
offensive weapons that could’ve 
helped their rookie quarterback, 
Ryan Tannehill, win more games. 
Despite losing offensive players 
like Reggie Bush to Detroit and 
Jake Long to St. Louis, this team 
has gained a ton of offensive 
firepower and has surrounded 
Tannehill. The primary first 
weapon is the former Steelers 
wide receiver, Mike Wallace. The 
young wideout will finally give 
the Dolphins’ offense a deep ball 
threat that opposing defenses 
will actually have to worry about. 
     The second main weapons 
are the Dolphins’ re-signed slot 
wideout, Brian Hartline and the 
newly acquired wide receiver 
Brandon Gibson. Hartline had 
a tremendous year with the 
Dolphins last season, can still 
play the key role as Tannehill’s 
slot receiver, and is a familiar 
face that Tannehill knows and 
can trust. With Wallace getting 
all the double teams, Hartline 
will also be in solo coverage 
again and can easily have a 1000 
plus yard season. 
     Gibson is also a great fit as 
the slated third wide receiver 
option. He truly is a Jack of all 
Trades wide receiver with the 
ability to play the slot and line 
up on the outside if need be. 
Finally, the third main weapon 
on the Dolphins’ offense is the 
former Jets’ tight end, Dustin 
Keller. Playing for the Jets, 
Keller was the security blanket 
for quarterback Mark Sanchez 
and can play the same role for 
a young quarterback like Ryan 
Tannehill. 
     Overall, with their strong 
defense and new offensive 
firepower, the Dolphins success 
weighs in largely with how 
Tannehill performs in his second 
season. Tannehill’s numbers 
weren’t very impressive in his 
overall rookie year but showed 
his potential as the long term 
starter for the team. Now with 
an array of targets to throw to, 
Tannehill needs to step up his 
game and take advantage of the 
organization’s great offseason 
moves. If he performs well, then 
the Dolphins can easily win 9-10 
games next season; not enough 
to beat the Pats but enough for a 
possible playoff berth.               
     There have been a lot of 
developing quarterback stories in 
free agency, although most aren’t 
signings but rather cuts. One 
of the more surprising stories 
in the NFL so far is the Buffalo 
Bills cutting their starting 
quarterback, Ryan Fitzpatrick. 
Fitzpatrick was known as one 
of the most overpaid players in 
NFL history and was mostly 
considered a disappointment 
after signing his multi-million 
dollar seven year contract.      
     While it’s no secret that the 
Bills would begin to search for 
a young quarterback in the 
offseason to eventually replace 
Fitzpatrick, many did not see 
this cut coming so soon. It was 
a very questionable decision 
considering the Bills’ answer for 
a “starting quarterback” is not on 
the team yet. The Bills have a ton 
of work to do anyway, but it will 
be interesting to see whether they 
draft a quarterback on their first-
pick or use it on a defensive end.
     Another surprising story 
on the quarterback position 
comes out of Tennessee. The 
Titans organization has officially 
axed their veteran backup 
quarterback, Matt Hasselback. 
The 37 year old finished 2-3 as 
the starting quarterback for the 
Titans with only 6.2 yards per 
pass last regular season. What 
is even more surprising is that 
his replacement will likely be 
Ryan Fitzpatrick, the former Bill. 
Luckily for Hasselback there were 
plenty of teams that wanted him 
as their backup quarterback and 
it appears likely that he will play 
the veteran backup quarterback 
position for the Colts; a great 
fit since the team has a young 
starting quarterback in Andrew 
Luck. 
     Lastly, how can we forget 
about the good old New York 
Jets? Rex Ryan has stated that 
quarterback Mark Sanchez is a 
candidate for the Jets’ starting 
job. However, the writing is 
already on the wall. The Jets 
have spent the majority of the 
offseason doing what anyone 
would in their position; looking 
for a quarterback. Aside from 
Sanchez, the Jets currently have 
quarterbacks David Garrard, 
Tim Tebow, Greg McElroy, Kevin 
Kolb, and Matt Simms to also 
compete for the starting job. 
     The Jets have also spent 
time watching the young West 
Virginia quarterback Geno 
Smith and were reported to 
be very impressed with him. 
With the potential for six other 
quarterbacks competing for 
his job, Sanchez has never been 
under the spotlight more than 
now; minus the butt fumble of 
course.          
Miami and San Antonio, watch your backs 
Wild NBA season expects plenty of dark-horse teams ready to spoil top teams 
By Justin Beaucage
Sports Editor
 
 
   
     If NBA fans can take away one thing from 
this season, it is this: nothing is a sure thing.  
This  year, Miami seems to be reaching their 
peak and playing to their full potential, 
currently riding a 27 game winning streak.   
The Los Angeles Lakers have disappointed 
their fans all season long with their All-
Star caliber roster. Shockingly they find 
themselves fighting for their playoff lives.        
       Finally, the Boston Celtics haven’t let 
anything slow them down. The team has not 
let losing superstar point guard Rajon Rondo 
affect them, as they actually might be playing 
better without him.  After taking all this into 
consideration, there might be one sure thing 
about the NBA: this season has been wild 
and unpredictable.
     This season has been filled with Cinderella 
stories. The Houston Rockets and New York 
Knicks have been pleasant surprises, as both 
squads look to make runs at an NBA title.  
However, in the league, it is so tough to find 
the pretenders and contenders.  It raises an 
interesting question: who is really ready to 
compete for an NBA championship?
     There are plenty of under-the-radar teams that are 
ready to overthrow the NBA’s top dogs.  Each of these 
teams has either been playing well all year long, or is 
currently playing basketball at an extremely high level 
at the right time.  Not only are these teams ready to 
compete with the league’s elite, but they are eady to win 
it all.  If the playoffs were to begin today, here are some 
dark horse teams that should not be taken lightly:
     1.Boston Celtics (36-33):  When superstar Rajon 
Rondo tore his ACL in Atlanta, it would have been 
easy for the Celtics to call it quits.  Instead, they have 
come together as a team, and have turned into one of 
the Eastern Conference’s most serious title contenders.  
Despite losing their last four games, since Rondo’s injury 
Boston has gone 15-10, including opening up with a 
6 game winning streak.  The emergence of talented 
youngsters Jeff Green and Avery Bradley has helped them 
become a top ten defense, surrendering only 96 points 
per game.  The Celtics’ veterans help add much needed 
playoff experience.  
     2.Brooklyn Nets (40-29):  With so much attention 
on Miami, quietly, the Brooklyn Nets have been one of 
the NBA’s most surprising teams in 2013.  
In their first NBA season, Brooklyn has 
played competitive basketball all year long, 
even after a head coaching change early 
in the season.  With the team ranking 5th 
in points allowed, Brooklyn has been able 
to contain some of the East’s high-caliber 
offenses, posting an impressive 29-14 
record against the East.  The rise of Brook 
Lopez and Deron William’s scoring could 
help the Nets compete with the East.
     3. Memphis Grizzlies (47-22):   
Memphis has shown the league they are 
no joke.  After trading arguably their 
best player Rudy Gay, the Grizzlies have 
gone 18-8, and are fifth in the neck-and-
neck Western Conference.  If the cliché, 
“Defense wins championships,” is right, 
Memphis has nothing to worry about.  
With the number one defense in the NBA, 
keeping their opponents off the scoreboard 
has been Memphis’ winning formula 
all year long.  If Marc Gasol can make 
a speedy recovery, expect this team and 
their dominant front court to be serious 
contenders.  
     4. Denver Nuggets (49-22):  The 
Denver Nuggets might be the biggest dark 
horse heading into the 2013 postseason.  In 
the midst of a 15 game winning streak, Denver is heating 
up at the right time.  Denver may have the most balanced 
teams in the NBA, ranking third in points per game, 
second in rebounds per game, and third in assists per 
game.  Ty Lawson has emerged as one of the best young 
leaders in the league.  Many say that Denver’s lack of 
a superstar may crush their playoff dreams.  However, 
bench and depth are essential to playoff success.  The 
Nuggets’ third ranked scoring bench could help bring a 
championship to Denver.
New Patriot Danny Amendola will look to fill big void left by Wes Welker (MCT Campus)
Led by point guard Ty Lawson, Denver hopes to upset the West’’s best teams 
(MCT Campus) 
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Heating up, Miami just keeps on streaking
  
  
     The Miami Heat continues 
to be the dominant team of the 
NBA. LeBron James and his 
team were able to tackle the 
monstrous task of defeating the 
Boston Celtics. The Heat (51-14) 
had come into the game riding 
a 22 game winning streak and 
boasted a 21-11 road record. 
     While the Celtics (36-29) were 
only seeded at 7th place in the 
Eastern Conference with a very 
mediocre record, they have been 
very tough to beat at home in 
TD Garden. The Celtics came 
into this matchup with their own 
11 home game winning streak 
and an incredible 24-9 home 
record which was miles better 
when compared to their 12-20 
road record. While winning 
this game wouldn’t necessarily 
mean the Heat would break the 
1971-72 Los Angeles Lakers’ 
33 game winning streak, many 
NBA fans saw this matchup as 
the best chance for their streak 
to finally end. As a side note, 
the date of the game, March 18, 
marked the five year anniversary 
for when the Celtics had broken 
the Houston Rockets’ 22 game 
winning streak; the question was 
would they break another?   
     At the start of the matchup, 
the Heat’s winning streak was 
definitely in peril. The Celtics 
came out fighting despite not 
having Kevin Garnett (flu) and 
the Miami Heat played its worst 
game by far. Aside from the 
massive dunk by LeBron James 
over Jason Terry, which he got 
a technical foul for, the Heat 
played a horrible game for the 
majority of the time. The Celtics’ 
Jeff Green scored 26 points in the 
first half and helped the Celtics 
take a 31-19 lead by the end 
of the first quarter. His three-
pointer early in the second gave 
the Celtics a 38-21 advantage, 
a 17 point lead that became the 
largest deficit the Heat have had 
during their winning streak. By 
halftime, the Heat had never even 
had a lead and was down 59-53. 
     In the second half, the Heat 
were able to keep up with the 
Celtics but were never able to 
gain a lead until late in the 
game. The 22 game winning 
streak seemed all but completely 
broken after Jordan Crawford 
hit a 30-footer to give the Celtics 
a 96-83 lead with eight minutes 
left in the game. The Celtics had 
all the momentum behind their 
home crowd and the Heat were 
simply not shooting well. Right 
when it seemed impossible, 
LeBron James turned on the 
jets and took over the game. In 
an 18-4 run, James scored nine 
points and had three assists. The 
run was punctuated with Mario 
Chalmers’ three-pointer that 
finally gave Miami a 101-100 
lead. However, the Celtics’, Avery 
Bradley immediately answered 
back with his own three pointer 
which gave the Celtics a 103-101 
lead with 1:48 to play. About 20 
seconds later, LeBron managed 
to score a field goal off his own 
rebound and tied the game with 
1:23 to play. 
     No one on either side could 
score for the next minute, until 
LeBron scored the game winning 
jumper over Jeff Green with 
10 seconds left to play. Green’s 
layup shot was blocked by Shane 
Battier in the closing seconds, 
which ended the Celtics chances 
and gave the Heat their 23rd 
straight win. 
     The Heat won their 52nd game 
and won their 23rd straight game 
on their historical streak. Since 
then the team has gone on to 
win their last four games against 
very below average teams and has 
increased their winning streak 
to 27 games. The Heat has also 
clinched the Eastern Conference 
by a long shot; they have a 12.5 
game lead over the 2nd place 
Indiana Pacers. LeBron James 
led the team in almost every 
category. He led the team with 
37 points including the game-
winning shot, 12 assists, and 
7 rebounds. Mario Chalmers 
scored 21 points which included 
the three-pointer that gave the 
Heat their first lead of the game. 
With this win against the Celtics 
the Heat snapped their tie with 
the 2007-08 Houston Rockets 
and stand alone as owning the 
second longest winning streak in 
NBA history. They are now six 
wins away from tying the 1971-
72 Lakers NBA record 33 game 
winning streak and need seven to 
break it. 
  The Heat need to win their next 
seven games to make history. 
The Heat will be on a three game 
road trip and will travel to take 
on a Rose-less Bulls team and 
the sub-par Hornets. Win #30 
would be away against the San 
Antonio Spurs; who are first in 
the Western Conference, 30-4 at 
home and 53-17 overall. This is 
the best chance for the streak to 
end but if the Heat can pull off 
a win here their streak could be 
golden. 
     The Heat would then have 
to beat the New York Knicks 
in Miami. The Knicks were 
struggling but, with the recent 
return of Carmelo Anthony, the 
Knicks have won four straight 
and may be a dark horse that 
could take out the Heat. After 
defeating the Spurs and Knicks, 
the Heat would have a very easy 
schedule for their final three 
games needed for the streak. A 
road game at the Bobcats, a home 
game against the 76ers to tie the 
Lakers’ record and, for the record 
breaking win #34, a home game 
against the Eastern 8th seeded 
Milwaukee Bucks on April 9th; 
a fitting matchup since it’s the 
Heat’s likely first round playoff 
opponent.     
By John Como
Assistant Sports Editor
Rebuilding in beantown, Sox can make the playoffs
By Justin Beaucage
Sports Editor
     A valentine is someone who will love 
and care for another.  Last season, there 
was nothing to love about former Red Sox 
manager Bobby Valentine, as he left Red 
Sox Nation heartbroken.
     After an abysmal 69-93 record and a 
last place finish in the AL East, it’s difficult 
for Red Sox fans to be optimistic about 
this year.  However, if they improve in 
certain areas, Boston will be playing 
baseball in October.  
     Last year, the season got completely out 
of control for Boston.  Many of the players 
never seemed to get along with Valentine.  
Conflicts between Valentine and the team 
got so out of hand some of Boston’s best 
players were shipped off.  Kevin Youkilis, 
Josh Beckett, Adrian Gonzalez, and 
Carl Crawford were all traded in 2012, 
essentially ending Boston’s season as a 
contender.  
     Clearly, Valentine was not the right fit 
for Boston, and he was fired after just one 
year.
     Despite all of these issues on and off the 
field, the Red Sox have plenty of reasons 
to have hope for 2013.  Starting from the 
bottom of the division, the road won’t be 
easy, but the team is ready to move on 
from their mistakes. 
     New skipper John Farrell has fans and 
the organization extremely excited.  A 
former manager for the Toronto Blue Jays, 
Farrell has the experience and baseball 
knowledge for the position.  He can also 
help with Boston’s pitching staff, since he 
was the team’s pitching coach under Terry 
Francona, and he was a former big league 
pitcher himself.  
     Health is a major cause for concern for 
Boston.  Jacoby Ellsbury only played in 
74 games last season, which left a major 
hole not only in the starting lineup, but 
in the outfield as well.  After injuring 
himself in July, except for one game when 
he tried to return, David Ortiz spent the 
rest of the season in the dugout.  Getting 
these players healthy is the first step of 
rebuilding.
     If the Sox have any hopes of moving on 
from last year, their pitching staff has to 
improve.  The team was ranked 27th in the 
league with a 4.70 ERA.  Clay Buchholz 
was one of the few bright spots in Boston’s 
rotation, posting an 11-8 record in 29 
starts.  The team has high hopes for 
their mound this season.  Early in spring 
training, pitcher Allen Webster has gotten 
the coach’s attention, as 89 percent of 
his pitches have been strikes, and he has 
become one of Boston’s hottest prospects.  
     Many fans are excited for some of the 
under-the-radar players in Boston.  Third 
baseman Will Middlebrooks batted an 
astonishing .288 and knocked in 54 RBI’s 
in only 74 games before getting injured.  
At 25 years old, the sky is the limit for 
Middlebrooks, and expectations for him 
have been set very high.  Newly acquired 
first baseman Mike Napoli will also play a 
huge role offensively.  Last season, on the 
Texas Rangers, he hit .227 with 24 round 
trippers.  
     With the up-and-coming Baltimore 
Orioles, the new look Blue Jays, and, of 
course, the powerful Yankees, the Red 
Sox face difficult challenges to not only 
win the division, but to make the playoffs.  
However, the Yankees are plagued with 
injuries, the Blue Jays may take time to 
adjust, and the Orioles might not be able 
to repeat their successes.  If Boston can 
improve and build upon some of their 
successes of last year, they can make the 
postseason.  The Red Sox are underdogs 
this year, and they wouldn’t want it any 
other way.    
Heat forward Lebron James dunks on Celtic’s Jason Terry in the Garden (MCT Campus) 
Pitcher Allen Webster looks to improve Bosotn’s picthing staff for this season 
(MCT Campus)
Do you enjoy talking about sports?
You should write for The Archway.
W h o is 
y our  
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T V Sh ow  
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St udent s Spea k  Out
“Patti Stanger 
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Milionaire 
Matchmaker.” 
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“Taco from The 
League.”
-Pat Curran
“Walter from 
Breaking Bad.”
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“Darryl 
from The 
Walking 
Dead.”
-Ian Russel
“Jessica from New Girl.”
-Lauren Doerrman
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Celestial visitor 
spotted recently
After clouds prevented 
a local viewing of Comet 
PANSTARRS on Sunday and 
Monday night, and then rain 
on Tuesday night, a small 
contingent of stargazers (Tina 
Huestis, Glen Huestis, Tom 
Thibault, Rebecca Tremblay) 
chose an elevated location with 
a good unobstructed view to the 
west and finally observed this 
celestial visitor on Wednesday 
evening, March 13.
We set up even before the 
sun set (at 6:50 pm) so we 
would be ready to train our 
binoculars and telescopes on 
this dirty snowball from the 
Oort cloud at the edge of our 
solar system. Three other guests 
joined us during our observing 
session.
Based on reports from other 
locations, we knew it was going 
to be a challenge to find. Most 
observers stated they could not 
see it with their naked-eye. We 
didn›t either. We kept sweeping 
with binoculars and Tom spot-
ted it first around 7:20pm. Then 
each of us finally caught sight of 
it in binoculars.
Then I was able to sweep the 
general area of the sky with my 
4.25-inch reflector under low 
magnification and quickly got it 
into view. WOW! A fairly bright 
head with a distinct fan-shaped 
tail. Even once we knew where 
to look for it we still couldn›t 
see it with the naked-eye. And 
even when twilight was fading 
we still couldn›t see it without 
at least using binoculars.
We watched the comet until 
it sank out of view behind the 
tree-line to the west.
The attached image I man-
aged to take was with Tom›s 
camera.
Hopefully it will be clear 
over the next few nights to 
continue our observations of 
Comet PANSTARRS.
By Dave Huestis
Faculty Contributor
Make it or break it?
By Spencer Bratman
Staff Writer
Ever since I started high 
school, getting the right teacher 
was a key to me. This allowed 
me to be more successful in that 
class. In my opinion, depending 
on the class you had to take, and 
the importance or value it was, 
helped me make my decision 
more easily. For example, here 
at Bryant, I am a business 
management/entrepreneurship 
major, so finding professors who 
excel in this area and who have 
experience are the professors I 
look for.
But, I must say, if it’s for those 
“General Education” classes, I 
do my very best to get the easiest 
professor. Why? Because a lot 
of the “gen eds” we have to take 
here I have already taken in high 
school and simply just don’t 
enjoy it. For this reason, it makes 
sense to try and get the easiest 
professor in order to boost my 
GPA. But the big question is, is 
it fair? 
My roommate and I have a 
liberal arts class we both have 
to take, yet we’re both business 
majors. Since he’s my roommate, 
I continue to see the workload 
that the class requires, and 
when I compare it to mine, I do 
a quarter of the amount of the 
work he has to do. Is that fair? 
Why should my roommate have 
to work twice as hard to pull 
off the same grade as me? Or 
why should I have to work three 
quarters less to achieve the same 
grade? 
In my opinion, this is very 
unfair and unequal. I feel that 
grading as well as the level of 
difficulty between different 
classes for that subject should 
be identical! There should be no 
reason why one should have to 
work twice as hard as someone 
else, or half as much to get that 
same grade. 
On the flip side, it could be 
argued that by having an easier 
professor, one is more than likely 
to not get as much out of the 
class, meaning my 50k tuition to 
go to Bryant is now not worth as 
much as my roommate’s, who has 
the harder class. In addition, it 
could be said that with an easier 
professor, the student may not 
learn as much material, or in that 
case, the material well. 
Who is to say that every 
professor who has an easy 
grading system is actually fit 
for the teaching? Some people, 
because they want to learn 
about the topic, may actually 
take a difficult professor, if that 
means learning more and being 
challenged. After paying so 
much money to go to this type 
of school, one would think that 
most students would challenge 
themselves to become more 
intelligent. Some, on the other 
hand, take the easy way out for 
the good grade in a class they 
believe they will never look at 
again. There are many arguments 
to either side.
One of the biggest problems 
with this is “rate my professor.” 
Say someone has one bad 
experience with a professor 
and rates them terribly. Does 
that actually make them a 
bad professor? Some students 
actually base their entire 
semester’s classes on this website, 
meaning that if a professor is 
rated poorly, he or she will not 
even give them a shot. Makes 
sense I suppose, but what if their 
teaching style worked for you 
and the people who have rated 
this professor just don’t like their 
personality?
Again though, this tool can 
also help students narrow down 
which professors have a good 
reputation. It doesn’t necessarily 
mean he or she is a good 
professor though.
Unless this unified grading 
system comes into play in the 
future, I’ll make sure that I get 
the teacher that makes the right 
fit, for the right value.
Does having the right professor truly affect your grade each semester?
Supreme Court should let each state  
decide same-sex marriage
In the case of Hollingsworth 
v. Perry, argued Tuesday, the 
U.S. Supreme Court is being 
asked to declare same-sex mar-
riage a right in all 50 states. It 
should not.
Twice same-sex marriage has 
been on the ballot in Washing-
ton state in 2009 for the sub-
stance and in 2012 for the name 
and twice I voted for it. I’m still 
for it, but I’m for the states de-
ciding it on their own time.
Washington is a “blue” state. 
Next-door is Idaho, a “red” 
state. In 2006, 63 percent of 
Idaho voters voted to limit mar-
riage to a man and a woman. 
In 2004, 57 percent of Oregon 
voters did the same. Oregon is a 
“blue” state, though, and in 2007 
its Legislature passed a civil-
union law.
Three states, three answers.
None is necessarily a perma-
nent answer, though I suspect 
Washington’s is. In uber-pro-
gressive Seattle, same-sex mar-
riage feels like a constitutional 
right already, which makes it 
easy for people here to urge the 
Supreme Court to proclaim it 
one.
And that would erase the 
votes of Idaho and Oregon. Re-
ally it would erase the votes of 
Washington as well, both in the 
Legislature and by the people. 
Such a ruling would declare that 
same-sex marriage was never 
any of the states’ business that, 
as one of the legal briefs says, 
“the issue was taken out of the 
People’s hands in 1868, when 
the 14th Amendment was rati-
fied.”
And that’s not believable. The 
aim of the 14th Amendment 
was to protect black Americans. 
Race is a special issue in Ameri-
can history; we fought a war 
over it, and enacted four con-
stitutional amendments about 
it, the 13th, 14th, 15th and 
24th. The 14th Amendment’s 
phrase, “equal protection of the 
laws,” is not limited to race, and 
the Supreme Court has used it 
liberally. But when one clause is 
stretched so far, it swallows up 
other things _ in this case the 
legitimate rights of the states.
Same-sex marriage is not in 
America’s founding documents. 
It fits with their spirit, but is 
still a new thing. It has been a 
mainstream issue for only 20 
years, since a ruling in 1993 by 
the Supreme Court of Hawaii.
The first state to adopt it and 
keep it was Massachusetts in 
2003. Ten states now have civil 
unions and nine others have 
full marriage. Only Maine, 
Maryland and Washington have 
adopted full marriage by vote 
of the people, in each case less 
than five months ago.
Our Democratic president 
came out for same-sex marriage 
less than a year ago, on May 
9, 2012. Before that, President 
Obama was for civil unions but 
not marriage, a position his 
Justice Department now argues 
is unconstitutional.
By the original meaning of the 
Constitution, it is the federal 
redefinition of marriage that’s 
unconstitutional. Under the 
10th Amendment, the Defense 
of Marriage Act, signed by 
President Clinton in 1996, is 
unconstitutional. Expanding 
marriage is up to the states.
And for almost 20 years, the 
campaign for gay marriage ar-
gued exactly that. Let the liberal 
states run ahead. And we have.
America is still divided. In the 
West, every Obama state in 2012 
but one, New Mexico, has at 
least civil unions, and no Rom-
ney state has them.
But opinion is moving in 
all the states, and in the same 
way. Same-sex marriage now 
has huge majorities among the 
young, and it is clearly going to 
win.
The court should let it play out.
By Bruce Ramsey
MCT Campus
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The iPhone is holding you back
By Brian Wajda
Contributing Writer
In June the iPhone will be celebrating 
its sixth birthday. The introduction of 
the iPhone was a breakthrough in mobile 
technology and led to the rise of Apple as 
the leading technology manufacturer in 
the United States. In the years following 
companies such as LG, HTC, Samsung, 
and Blackberry have been struggling to 
keep up with Apple as it achieved almost 
complete domination of the mobile 
marketplace. 
It developed an almost cult-like 
following and when the newest product, 
the iPhone 5, launched they shattered the 
prior record for sales in the first month, 
a record that Apple already held for the 
iPhone 4. Often times when asked why 
people liked their iPhones, they replied, 
“Because it is an iPhone.” Just the fact 
that it is an iPhone gives people adequate 
reason to like it, most times without 
rational reasoning behind it. Facts stated 
to defend the iPhone have been that it 
is aesthetically pleasing and fast to use, 
however little more is offered to defend it. 
Windows Phones offer these 
components and more in their phones 
and instead of having only one company 
making them there are many companies 
making them thus offering variety to your 
phone selection. Windows phones are 
more unique, easier to use and are more 
innovative then the newest iPhone and 
cost twenty-five percent of the price of 
an iPhone creating an all-around better 
product for mobile phone consumers.
When the iPhone first came out it was 
a marvel to the average consumer and 
everyone wanted one because this was the 
first time that touch screen technology 
had been used to its full potential. There 
were no more glitches and bugs in touch 
screen technology as they had perfected 
it with their prior product, the iPod 
Touch, and so it was revolutionary in the 
mobile market. When you had an iPhone 
you became the envy of all those people 
around you because they didn’t have one. 
This is no longer the case as everyone has 
an iPhone, almost regardless of age. My 
five year old cousin has an iPhone as well 
as my grandma, and now all smart phones 
boast touch screens. 
The iPhone is common place in all 
aspects of society and now offers no wow 
factor. The windows phone is beginning 
to draw the same reactions to it that the 
iPhone once did, however unlike the 
iPhone there are ways that the Windows 
Phone can stay fresh and new. There is 
only one iPhone but Windows Phone 
is just a designation given to phones 
that contain Windows 8, providing the 
consumer with options to get different 
models and brands of phone depending 
on your preferences. Then going beyond 
that you can customize the Windows 
Phone to become uniquely you so that 
no one person will have the same screen 
design or order as you do. It becomes 
your phone not just another iPhone and 
allows you to be the new envy of those 
around you.
Ease of use has been a cornerstone 
of the iPhones campaign to phone 
consumers however in reality ease of use 
comes from the fact that it never changes. 
You know how to do things and you learn 
to do them faster and easier and yet that 
doesn’t make it easier to use than other 
phones. When you use an iPhone you 
can place your apps wherever you want 
and make it easier on you by putting 
the ones you use the most closest to the 
home screen. On a Windows Phone you 
pin things that you use most to your tile 
screen (Home Page) and can also organize 
them according to which ones you use 
the most but unlike the iPhone these tiles 
are live updates so you can see everything 
that is happening in live time without 
ever leaving your home page. 
This makes multitasking easier and 
faster than using an iPhone where you 
have to individually go into each app to 
do things. The iPhone allows you to share 
media between your phone and computer 
with relative ease using iCloud and 
iTunes as gateways. This has been a major 
knock on Android phones because they 
are difficult to use with your computer 
and you can’t get iTunes media on them; 
Windows Phones are not this way though. 
They sport SkyDrive which is the same 
thing as iCloud and serves all the same 
functions and because Apple agreed to 
put iTunes on Windows Computers you 
can sync all of your iTunes media to them 
as easily as if it was an iPhone. 
Going beyond this, Windows Phones 
sport something called Windows Glass 
which basically allows your phone, 
computer, Xbox, and TV to be in perfect 
harmony. It links them together to create 
the ultimate media experience, something 
that the iPhone doesn’t even come close 
to doing. IPhones are easy to use it is 
true, however when compared to the 
simplicity that the Windows Phone sports 
and the power that it maintains there is 
no contest, the iPhone just isn’t as easy to 
use.
For the iPhone’s almost six year 
existence very little has changed. Each 
model has a new feature but they are 
rarely significant improvements. They 
added voice command, updated the 
processor, changed the glass used, added 
a front facing camera, changed the design 
of the phone itself so it fit better in your 
hand, among other small changes. The 
fact of the matter is that most phones 
already had voice command and front 
facing cameras, is in fact in the most 
recent model Apple actually took ideas 
from other phones such as the drop down 
menu and ability to task manage your 
apps. 
Due to the fact that there were no 
real threats to the iPhone on the market 
Apple was able to cruise along coming 
up with a “new” product every so often 
and charging an astronomical $649 for a 
new non-contract phone. With Windows 
Phones you have multiple manufacturers 
making significant improvements to 
every phone they create in order to 
try and outdo their competition. This 
is one of the fundamental concepts of 
capitalism, competition that creates 
variety and allows consumers to choose 
whichever product is the best. By having 
this competition Windows Phones have 
become more technologically advanced 
then the iPhone, with things like faster 
processers, better cameras, and cheaper 
parts. The fact of the matter is that the 
iPhone has been surviving on name 
alone for so long that they didn’t focus on 
making changes because they didn’t have 
to. Now they are the ones behind and 
playing catch up.
The iPhone was a technological marvel 
when it first came out and led the market 
for almost six years. They held a strangle 
hold over the market and no one came 
close until now. The development of the 
Windows Phone has created a true rival 
to the iPhone, by using better and cheaper 
technology. Windows Phones are cheaper 
to buy, more technologically advanced, 
faster and easier to use, are more unique, 
and is still improving. IPhones have been 
the norm for so long now that they are no 
longer special; they don’t have the ease of 
use that newer faster phones contain, and 
they lack technological innovation that 
has been at the for front of the Windows 
Phone’s development. 
No longer can you say iPhones are 
the best just because they are an iPhone. 
Go ahead and buy an iPhone if you want 
to buy a product just for its name, but 
it is only going to hold you back. The 
Windows Phone is the future of the 
mobile phone industry and is a better 
product then the vaunted iPhone, both 
currently and in the future. 
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If you’re looking for a strongly argued, perfect 
piece of journalism about gay marriage - don’t 
look here.  I’m not here to debate with anybody, 
I just want to give everyone a few things to think 
about when it comes to gay marriage.  Because you 
know what? My firm belief is if you don’t want gay 
marriage...DON’T HAVE ONE.
Marriage is a personal, private thing, and 
honestly, who I or anyone else marry doesn’t affect 
you.  Now there are two things I can think of that 
someone would say in response to this - reasons why 
they think it IS their business who people marry.
1. Marriage is for procreation.  If gays can’t have 
kids, they shouldn’t get married.
My response? If that was the case, straight 
couples who aren’t having children shouldn’t be able 
to either or people who are infertile.  And GLBT 
people can and do have and raise children on a daily 
basis.
2. If you’re giving Social Security and other 
benefits to same-sex partners, that affects me AND 
my children!
My response? There are plenty of gay men and 
women who marry opposite-sex partners, hide 
their sexual orientation, have kids, and shockingly 
- participate in Social Security and any other 
benefits you want to talk about.  Basically, anybody 
could marry somebody of the opposite sex right 
now to cheat the government out of money, and 
you wouldn’t be complaining if this was a bunch of 
straight people trying to get married all of a sudden.
Ever since marriage was invented, the definition 
and culturally-accepted role of marriage has 
been changing. People used to marry for all sorts 
of reasons.  They married just to get money for 
themselves.  They married because their families 
forced them to.  They married to increase their social 
or political standings.  They married a partner who 
could provide for them.  They married because they 
were simply getting too old to be alone.  Marriage 
used to be prohibited for many couples - interracial 
couples, mixed socioeconomic-level couples, poor 
couples, and just couples who didn’t follow their 
parents’ wishes.
My point with this is that marriage is changing - 
all the time.  Our idea of marriage isn’t the same as it 
was hundreds of years ago, or even just 30 years ago.
Today, what do we marry for? More often than 
not, we marry for love (unless you’re a princess or a 
gold digger - then it might be different).
Now this is when people like to get their panties 
in a bunch and say “Well! If we allow just anybody 
to get married, then people are going to marry their 
brothers and sisters, their dogs, and inanimate 
objects! It’ll be madness!”  Yeah, okay.
I have no idea how to respond to that clear logical 
fallacy and slippery slope reasoning, but my first 
instinct would be to tell anybody who says that to 
calm down, take a step back, and think about what 
they’re saying:
1. As far as I know, one of the biggest reasons 
incest is illegal is because of potential birth defects 
from interbreeding too many times.  Fortunately, 
GLBT men and women are not asking to marry their 
family members, just other consenting adults.
2. I love dogs as much as the next person, but I’ve 
never wanted to marry one.  Marrying an animal 
who can’t agree to marriage and marrying another 
person are two completely different things.
3. Inanimate objects make horrible significant 
others.  They just don’t know how to communicate.  
I like to think everybody - including heterosexuals - 
have better taste than that.
Oh, and as for the good ole religious reasons?  
The fact that the bible supposedly condemns 
homosexuals?  Two things to say to that:
1. Separation of religion and state.
2. If you think people are going to go to hell for 
having gay marriages...then, as I can and will say as 
many times as necessary to get it through people’s 
skulls - YOU don’t have to have one.
So why doesn’t everybody just relax and let 
consenting adults marry each other regardless of 
their gender? Then we can worry about issues we 
actually should be debating like debt, employment 
rates, world hunger, war, and all that fun stuff.
By Sara Elder
Assistant Editor
If you don’t want gay marriage, 
don’t have one.
What Grinds My Gears
Profit and Loss
On Tuesday, March 26th, Bryant had 
their first annual performance of 
the Coming Out Monologues on the 
same day the Surpeme Court started 
hearing arguments against California’s 
Proposition 8.
Bryant Said What?!
Compiled by Bryant Students
“You know what I googled? The world’s 25 weirdest 
animals.”
“I’m unorganized and Jewish, what else is new?”
“My butt gets way looser when I’m drunk.”
Someone needs to tweet at Mother 
Nature because she missed the memo... 
IT’S SPRING TIME!
Tickets are on sale next week in the 
Roto every day for the Bryant Players’ 
production of Little Shop of Horrors!
Here we go again. Registration time. 
Get ready to stress over next semester 
classes, schedules, and professors.
What is happening to literature today?
Growing up, my parents 
encouraged me to read as many 
books as possible and to create a 
genuine interest in the arts. This 
may have come from the fact 
that my father grew up in the 
mid 20’s and 30’s (yes, you read 
that correctly), and my mother’s 
first language is not English, 
so they both had different 
views than most parents of this 
generation. 
My dad loved to read, so he 
had a very diverse collection of 
books and was always reading 
to me before bed. I clearly 
remember being eight and 
my dad handing me Heart of 
Darkness by Joseph Conrad. Of 
course I struggled through it 
and the fact that it was about 
imperialism, slavery, and racism 
went right over my head, but 
it captivated me. The words 
Conrad used to create that world 
amazed, enthralled, and inspired 
me. 
As I grew up, I went on to 
read everything by Jane Austin, 
the Bronte sisters, James Joyce, 
other books by Conrad, Thomas 
Hardy, George Orwell, F. Scott 
Fitzgerald, and many other 
famous writers of an era long 
lost. I was so captivated by these 
authors I took as many creative 
writing courses as possible in 
middle and high school, excelled 
in them, and even wanted to 
go to Dartmouth to major in 
British Literature and creative 
writing. Even though I changed 
my career path from author to 
business person, I still read as 
much as possible and almost 
always have a book I’m in the 
middle of reading. 
Recently, I decided to go 
beyond the world of classical 
authors and read the books 
people are raving about. I read 
The Hunger Games, a few books 
by Nicholas Sparks, attempted 
to read Twilight (put that down 
after twenty pages), and even 
tried to read 50 Shades of Grey. 
The only thing I could ask 
myself was: what happened 
to literature over the past 
century? How could books like 
these be published? I am not 
saying the plots and ideas of 
these books are awful (except 
maybe Twilight, I thought 
vampires could not step into 
sunlight but apparently they 
sparkle now), but the writing 
styles are absolutely atrocious. 
What happened to creating 
an extravagant world using 
eloquent and deliberately 
chosen words, a style of prose 
that makes the reader think 
and wonder at the different 
meanings that could be hidden 
within the letters, and a diverse 
vocabulary? 
In Conrad’s Victory, on the 
second page of the first chapter, 
Conrad describes one of the 
main characters Heyst, saying 
he “was surrounded, instead of 
the imponderable stormy and 
transparent ocean of air merging 
into infinity, by a tepid, shallow 
sea; a passionless off-shoot of 
the great waters which embrace 
the continents on this globe”. 
The grace and sheer beauty 
that one sentence contains 
are breathtaking. And then in 
Twilight on page six of chapter 
one, Bella says “I do a good job 
of blocking painful, unnecessary 
things from my memory”. I can 
think of about fifty other ways 
to phrase that idea, each of them 
better than “I can do a good 
job”. Why are authors using 
a simplistic, almost childish 
form of writing? The English 
language has one of the largest 
vocabularies, yet authors today 
limit themselves to using the 
same descriptive words in their 
work even though words far 
more descriptive than the ones 
they utilize exist. 
Perhaps this fall in 
complexity and elegance of 
literature has resulted from the 
lack of stressing the importance 
of language in education and 
in the home, the general lack 
of interest in literature, or 
other causes, but either way it 
is an utter shame. Most of the 
literature published today barely 
makes people think about the 
words on the pages or the ideas 
presented by the author. I have 
read One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s 
Nest six times, and every time 
I finish it I come away with a 
different perspective and idea of 
what the author was attempting 
to comment on or portray. 
Most people in this generation 
refuse to read a book if it is not 
assigned in class, and even then 
they would rather Spark Notes it 
than spend the time immersing 
themselves in the pages.
 I cannot fathom where the 
spark of curiosity and passion 
for language has disappeared to, 
conceivably I am the product 
of an era that is on its last legs 
or even already gone. I honestly 
believe that having a passion 
for the written word, the novels, 
plays, poems, short stories, etc… 
that authors put their heart and 
soul in to broadens one’s own 
mind and imagination, and gives 
them a refinement and sagacity 
that is swiftly being lost in the 
21st century. 
By Sarah Rudkin
Variety Editor
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I remember when I first watched 
Air Force One. I thought of an idea for 
an alternate storyline. I asked myself, 
“Wouldn’t it have been cool if it was 
one of the secret service agents who was 
playing the ‘John McClane’ role instead 
of the President?” Six years later, this 
movie was released into theaters. Darn 
idea thieves!
Olympus Has Fallen is quite similar 
to the much loved Air Force One and 
Die Hard. In this version of the one-
man-against-several-terrorists-who-are-
holding-hostages story, a former secret 
service agent (Gerard Butler) is pitted 
against some bad dudes from North 
Korea who are holding the President 
(Aaron Eckhart) hostage. Butler’s 
character is the only agent left alive 
after the initial assault on The White 
House. He stays in communication with 
the Speaker of the House, now Acting 
President, (Morgan Freeman), while the 
President and his staff are held in the 
shelter deep below The White House with 
guns to their heads. 
When I first bought Air Force One, 
I watched it every day for two weeks 
straight. And I’ve seen Die Hard a 
million times as well. I’m fully aware 
of how heavily Olympus Has Fallen 
borrows from these two movies. 
However, both of these movies are in 
my Top 25, and I love them for a reason. 
While this recent release doesn’t quite 
meet the quality of storytelling set by the 
others, the action was just as riveting. I 
can honestly say this movie had one of 
the most intense action scenes I’ve seen 
in recent years, and it probably lasted 30 
minutes. The assault on The White House 
that began the conflict switched from an 
aerial attack across all of D.C., to suicide 
bombers, gas grenades, trucks rigged 
with bombs and dozens of assassins for 
hire chipping away at The White House’s 
security and its architectural defenses. 
Comparing this scene to the action 
from A Good Day to Die Hard, I’m 
glad to see that there’s still a way to 
successfully conduct an extended action 
sequence on the big screen. I think this 
can be credited to the film’s director, 
Antoine Fuqua. 
He directed last decade’s Training 
Day, which I wasn’t a big fan of. In this 
film, I was able to see that Fuqua indeed 
has an impressive talent behind the 
camera. I also saw solid performances 
from Eckhart and (as always) Morgan 
Freeman. Finally, I was pleasantly 
astounded by the sound and film editing, 
which added even further stimulation to 
the action. 
If you’ve seen Air Force One and/or 
Die Hard and feel like you’ve had enough 
of this kind of movie, this probably 
isn’t one to go out of your way to see. 
However, if you’re a fan of either of these 
movies, or the action genre in general, 
you’ll most likely love it. It’s only March, 
but so far Olympus Has Fallen has my 
vote for best flick of the year. Keep in 
mind though that there are 9 more 
months full of movies to out-stage it.
Check out AJ’s movie blog at AJBeltis.
Blogspot.com
‘I can honestly say this movie had one  
of the most intense action scenes  
I’ve seen in recent years’
This movie received 4 out of 5 
Bulldogs
Olympus Has Fallen
By AJ Beltis
Staff Writer
Finley Jacobsen, left, and Gerard Buter star in the movie. (MCT Campus)
An interview with the 
band Vitamin Sun
By Jared DiFazio
Contributing Writer
I contacted an old friend of mine by the name of Kyle Hamel to answer some 
questions for me. He is the singer and one of the guitar players for the Boston area 
band “Vitamin Sun.” To describe this band in one sentence is pretty difficult; they 
have an ambitious combination of genres ranging from progressive and math rock 
to some funkier alternatives riffs. Any way you put it their sound is fresh, awesome, 
exciting and unparalleled by a lot of bands in the local area today. But anywho, let’s 
get on with the interview shall we?
 
When did you start playing music?
I got my first guitar when I was really young but didn’t start practicing and writing 
until I was in high school.
When did you start your band, Vitamin Sun?
Vitamin Sun formed about a year and a half ago.
Where did the name come from?
On a beautiful day Wyatt (my guitar) and I were contemplating why they ever 
bothered with the name Vitamin D when you can get it from the sun.  It only took 
about 5 seconds for us to realize that this was incredibly stupid, but it might make a 
good band name.
What does Vitamin Sun’s typical song writing process consist of?
I usually write a bunch of fragments of songs or ideas that I then take to the rest of the 
guys.  I have trouble structuring songs a lot of the time, so I’m lucky to have guys like 
Josh and Chris (Drums, Bass) who actually know what the hell they’re doing when it 
comes to that, and can turn my parts into full fledged songs.
When is the new album set to release?
We’ve been working on our debut EP tentatively titled “Ergonometry” for a really 
long time now and we’re hoping to release it in late March, or early April if all goes 
according to plan.  We’ve begun writing our second release which will be a full length 
album.
As a rocker, Bill and Ted’s Excellent Adventure or Wayne’s world?
Party Time, Excellent.
As a musician what artists do you consider your biggest influence?
For me and some of the other guys in the band The Mars Volta have been a huge 
influence.  Zack (guitar) and I are huge Coheed and Cambria fans, which has 
definitely influenced our playing.  We listen to so much music collectively though 
we’re probably inspired by something new every day.  I’ve been diggin’ on a lot of 
Sufjan Stevens and Aphex Twin recently.
What would you say are the major struggles of being a musician 
today?
Hard to say.  I think it can be really tempting to try and fit into a scene and play the 
things that people want to hear and dance to.  I guess not doing that and trying to 
discover what makes me different (if anything), and how I really hear and feel music is 
the most difficult thing for me. That and getting shows!
Favorite Adult Swim show?
Tim and Eric has absolutely ruined my sense of humor forever. Now, squishy noises 
make me laugh way too much.
What is the most inconvenient equipment problem you have had 
playing with your band?
For us, 3 guitarists in the band I would say having an entire set without an amp 
doing something weird is a rare thing. One time Josh’s snare stand just mysteriously 
changed form, so we had to rig something up quick.
What’s the name of the new album and what insight can you give into 
the sound or direction it is going in?
Well as I said earlier, it’s tentatively called “Ergonometry” which is a made up word 
for the math of ergonomics.  Sound wise it gets pretty heavy and noisy at times, but 
sometimes I guess there might be a catchy chorus or something.  Lots of odd time 
signatures, can ya dig? Grooving in 11 just feels right.
Has the level of girls you picked up exponentially increased since you 
started playing guitar and singing?
Probably not! I’m sure I thought it would do just that at some point though.
Any closing thoughts or something you would like readers to know?
Check out our EP if you all feel like it and come to some shows! We’ll literally 
Photoshop your face into an original creation if you want, ask Kiefer Lobb.  
Currently I am in the works of booking this band’s shows in the Boston and 
Providence area, I hope to have them play here at Bryant University soon. Check them 
out on Facebook and bandcamp under Vitamin sun and stay posted for their new 
release!
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Fashion trends derive from a variety of different origins. Designers frequently 
take the seasons into consideration, look at popular trends in foreign countries, 
and peek into the past for inspiration. Commonly, fashions cycle in and out, with 
clothing trends re-appearing decades after they first gained popularity. Producing 
a contemporary twist on past trends has been an excellent and effective tool in 
appropriating classic looks to fit modern style. 
One trend that has been rapidly gaining popularity much to my delight is the 
high-waisted style, a very flattering fashion statement in my opinion.  Beginning 
around the 1940’s and 50’s, when modesty in dress was valued above all, the high-
waisted style gave women an opportunity to wear conservative yet fashionable pants 
in a time where low-rise jeans were decades away from mainstream use. Experiencing 
many waves of popularity throughout its continuing lifetime, the high-waisted style 
regained its status in the 1980’s, defining the decade’s overall “look.” Continuing on in 
its cycle, high-waisted skirts, jeans, and shorts, are sweeping the country once again, 
providing a new trend for the younger generation to follow. Appearing in all types of 
clothing stores, the high-waisted style has once again made its mark on fashion and 
should remain there until a new trend takes over, pushing high-waisted pants back 
into the never-ending cycle of fashion. 
Also caught in the rotation of trends is leggings, a cozy trend that has been 
allowing women to wear comfy, baggy sweatshirts while still appearing fashionable 
for decades. Leggings have been serving as a comfortable alternative to pants and 
jeans since they began their reign on fashion in the 1980’s. Showing no signs of exiting 
the scene, the easy pull-on-and-go nature of this awesome fashion item speaks to 
both fashionistas and the fashion-challenged alike. The versatile nature of leggings 
allows them to be worn by people of all generations at all levels of fashion expertise. 
Allowing for both comfort and style, I don’t think I’m alone in wishing this fashion 
trend will continue to flourish for decades to come. 
An unexpected current trend is the maxi dress and skirts, articles of clothing 
that defy the norms of popular fashion today. Characterized by their floor-sweeping 
length, maxi dresses and skirts contrast the revealing style of many current popular 
items.  Combining the modest trends of the past with up-to-date styles such as the 
halter top, cutouts, and lace, the maxi has transformed into a contemporary article of 
clothing, appropriate for both formal and casual events. Proving that even the most 
modest of designs can be modernized, the maxi is the epitome of the trend cycle; 
merging old and new to create a desired look for the contemporary woman. 
Though only three trends were touched upon, an infinite number of current 
designs have drawn influence from the past, proving that all it takes to predict future 
trends is taking a look back at the preceding ones.  With the fashion cycle working 
in full-effect, styles will continue to rotate in and out of popularity for eternity. Who 
knows what current fashions will pop up in the trends of the future…we’ll just have to 
wait and see.  
Styleaholic
By Lauren Kordalski
Staff Columnist
Examples of high-waisted 
shorts, leggings, and a 
maxi dress.  (MCT Campus)
Movie review: Warm bodies
By Marta Gravier
Archway Intern
You are in the dark theatre and the 
screen begins to fill with the side of 
someone’s face. Dialogue begins, “What 
am I doing with my life?” The dialogue 
continues in a sort of monotone but 
engaging tone. We see a close up of a 
big blue eye, and really white skin. The 
dialogue continues in the voice of the 
person we see on screen. His eyes shift 
and he talks about getting out more and 
having better posture. People would 
respect him more if he had better 
posture. He asks himself, “Why can’t 
I connect with people?” The camera 
zooms out and we see him walking, or 
rather, trudging along in an airport. 
“Oh right, I’m dead.” The dialogue 
continues, and the watcher can’t help 
but chuckle. 
This is the opening to perhaps one 
of the best movies I have seen, Warm 
Bodies. It is a romantic tale of a zombie 
falling in love with a living girl, a new 
twist on the zombie apocalypse. We 
have Nicholas Hoult cast as R (the 
main character, or zombie) and Teresa 
Palmer as Julie, the living girl. The film 
was based on Isaac Marion’s novel by 
the same name. 
What I really like about the film 
was the way it explores humanity. What 
exactly makes us human? We have R, a 
zombie who wants so much to be alive 
again, to connect with other people. 
He has this conscience, even though 
society has deemed him and all other 
zombies as mere ‘corpses’, incapable of 
thinking for themselves. He hungers for 
human f lesh, but every time he feeds, 
he knows what he’s doing is wrong. One 
day, he and a pack of other zombies 
find some humans; among this group is 
Julie, whom R is attracted to.  
Another aspect of the movie I 
enjoyed was the romantic twist and 
Shakespearean inf luences in the plot. 
A zombie being friends with a human 
is not exactly the status quo. In the 
Walking Dead, it tends to be either you 
blast the head off the zombie or they 
get to eat you. In Shaun of the Dead, 
it is pretty much the same shindig. In 
Warm Bodies, R saves Julie and keeps 
her alive. That is the complete reverse 
of how zombies are supposed to be. R is 
caring and thinks and wants to be alive. 
That is not your run of the mill living 
dead.
As for Shakespeare being present, 
we can start with the whole star-
crossed lovers bit. R and Julie live in the 
post-apocalyptic society where survival 
means humans kill zombies. Humans 
do not love zombies. Zombies do not 
care about humans. Yet here we have 
a zombie and a living girl in quite the 
unfortunate predicament of liking each 
other but having society shun their 
being together. Then we have a balcony 
scene. This was the point where I 
finally realized that R was Romeo and 
Julie was Juliet. Insert ‘I see what you 
did there’ meme.
All in all, Warm Bodies was a 
fantastic movie. You will be left with 
a severe case of the feels and perhaps 
not be able to deal with how amazing 
the film you just witnessed was. It is 
comedic, romantic, and had zombies. I 
give the movie a five out of five, simply 
because I’m still trying to comprehend 
the beauty of what I beheld in the 
theatre.
‘It is a romantic tale of a zombie falling  
in love with a living girl, a new twist on  
the zombie apocolypse’
This movie received 5 out of 5 Bulldogs
(MCT Campus)
Have you tried high waisted?
(MCT Campus)
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        Grandpa’s Cigar 
lit match put to the end 
of the wick of my 
memory – 
    sizzle
    burn.
igniting past memories,
scents from younger days
a long time burned out – 
    sizzle
    burn.
curling wisps of opaque clouds
create a shrouded veil
blurring the contours of your face – 
 
    sizzle
    burn. 
Drop. 
        Stomp. 
              Put out.
- - Dallas - 
